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Finally, a tablet with a work ethic.
Introducing the HP ElitePad. Works in all the ways you do. Made for business and compatible 
with Windows 8 Pro,1 powered by Intel Inside®.  

HP ElitePad Docking Station2

Turn your ElitePad into a full desktop 
experience by connecting to a range 
of optional accessories.

HP Expansion Jacket2

2 USB ports, 1 HDMI video out, full-size 
SD slot, and pass-through docking and 
stereo sound. With optional add-on 
battery for extended power.

HP ElitePad Rugged Case2

Protect your ElitePad wherever 
you are. Includes a built-in 
handle and shoulder strap.

1This system is Windows 8 certified and supports the new Windows UI. The integrated display resolution is below the threshold for Snap, a Windows UI feature that allows two 
Windows Store apps to be viewed simultaneously. This feature may be enabled by attaching an external 1366 x 768 or higher resolution display. Not all features are available 
in all editions of Windows 8. Systems may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers and/or software to take full advantage of Windows 8 functionality. 
See microsoft.com

2Optional accessories. Sold separately. Various availability dates from February 2013. Please check with your local reseller for details.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
©2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice.

HP recommends Windows
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the Brains Network 
Global Innovation 
Community.
 

www.thebrainsnetwork.com
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We are proud and delighted to welcome you to this event held under the 

patronage of the Jordanian Ministry of Education to fulfil the need and 

opportunity for greater public private partnership in education, higher education 

and scientific research in the Middle East & North Africa.

We would like to offer our warmest gratitude and appreciation to 

all partners and participants to the summit. Thank you to the Jordanian 

Government, represented by their Ministries of Education, Higher Education, 

ICT and Labour; and thank you to all organisations in Jordan that have helped 

us put this program together including the Jordan Education Initiative, Queen 

Rania Teacher Academy, Queen Rania Centre for Educational Technology, the 

local Jordanian universities and our organising partners ITG.

Thank you to all participating regional ministers and government officials 

who will be contributing to the content of the summit with speeches and for 

hosting their own meeting roundtables for the afternoons of 7th & 8th May. Thank 

you to all our sponsoring partners and delegates. Without your contribution 

this summit would not be possible and we are grateful for all your commercial 

support. Thank you to all speakers and additional participating officers from 

the Regional Centre for Educational Planning, USAID, British Council and visiting 

universities from across the region.

For the 7th & 8th, these two days are structured around an innovative program 

of ministerial speeches and panel discussions during the mornings and then 

converting to pre-scheduled one-to-one meetings for both afternoons of the event. 

Please see the separate summit agenda for a summary of all speakers 

and timings. The summit will be held in dual Arabic-English with simultaneous 

translation. Headsets are available on arrival. 

After lunch on both days of the event, the pre-scheduled meetings will 

start between government, educational institutions, civil society and the 

industry. We kindly ask that all officials and delegates start the meetings 

promptly after lunch each day.

The floor plan of roundtables is available at the entrance to the conference 

room. Prior to the start of the summit, partners and delegates will have utilised our 

online scheduling system to arrange their afternoon meetings. There will also be the 

opportunity to arrange ad hoc meetings through the course of the event. 

We will be hosting a special gala dinner sponsored by HP on the evening of 

7th May at 20:00. The dinner is for all participants – please ensure you have your 

delegate badge with you. 

For assistance, please contact any of the organising staff available 

throughout the venue.

We trust this summit can play its own small part in bringing together key 

decision-makers from government, universities, civil society and industry to build 

their own relationships and strengthen public-private partnerships. We are grateful 

for your support and participation and we trust your time at the summit is enjoyable, 

and productive. We hope to be working with you for a long time.

Warmest regards,

John Glassey

Managing Director

 

www.arabbrains.com 

Welcome 
to the Arab 
Education 
Summit

Innovation Africa
Botswana
October 2013
www.africanbrains.net/ia2013
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The Path to Knowledge 
Societies in the Middle 
East and North Africa The role of innovation and education

Modern economies are in the process of being transformed 

from agricultural and industrial economies to information and 

knowledge-based economies. Such rapid transformation has 

had significant impact on social, economic, political and cultural 

dimensions of development across the world. 

For such development and growth, a relevantly skilled 

workforce is seen as a driver and an enabler towards establishing 

the various sectors in an economy that contribute to stronger, 

more developed and richer societies. 

The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) is on a journey of 

transformation towards innovation and knowledge societies 

and education plays a key role in developing the human capital 

required to make that journey possible. 

While MENA is characterised by extremes of poverty 

and wealth, overall it possesses the highest rate of youth 

unemployment in the world, including 27 million who are not in 

education, employment or training as of 2010, and the number 

has only increased since then1. 

With such a large number of youth unemployed, including a 

staggering three times as many university educated women as 

university educated men, it’s little wonder that social and political 

unrest has dogged the region in recent times. 

Poverty blights 300 million or 23% of the population 

of MENA, with countries like Yemen, Egypt and Morocco 

particularly hard hit2 . However, knowledge society development 

in oil rich countries like Saudi Arabia is little more advanced than 

that of its poor neighbours. In Saudi Arabia educated women are 

eight times less likely to find work than their male counterparts3.  

In Tunisia 40% of university graduates are unemployed against 

24% of non-graduates4.

Even those youths with degrees who do find employment 

are often under-employed, that is, holding positions that 

they are over qualified for or which do not correlate with their 

qualifications. Others find themselves forced into part-time work 

through lack of prospects for full-time employment. These being 

the facts, it’s not to conclude that the formal education system, 

while producing graduates, is not producing a modern workforce. 

If we look at the education system in the MENA region we 

find that it has much in common with that of the rest of Africa 

and other parts of the developing world.  For the most part 

these education systems are still largely ignoring the needs of 

knowledge intensive industries, such as the tech, pharmaceutical, 

engineering and applied sciences. As a consequence firms are left 

without the skills they require to cost-effectively and efficiently 
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bring their product or service to market.  This deters foreign 

investment in regions lacking the human capital to support new 

industries, leaving even less opportunities for the youth to be 

absorbed into the workforce.  The long-term unemployed find it 

harder to secure work and can easily become despondent and feel 

marginalized by society.

So how can the education system in regions afflicted with 

high youth unemployment and high poverty levels be adjusted 

to address this crisis?  These unemployed youth represent a 

massive untapped potential for MENA countries seeking to 

develop as innovation and knowledge economies and societies. 

With the right education, one which embeds an innovation 

mindset from a young age, these youth can become galvanisers 

of sluggish economies, remaining at home to contribute to 

economic growth rather than leaving in droves, as they are 

doing in  Yemen, Jordan and Egypt, to find work in neighboring 

oil rich countries and beyond. 

But in order to tap this potential, innovation must begin 

to play a central role in education systems seeking to form 

a foundation for knowledge society advancement. In such 

education systems ICT is used as a catalyst for enabling innovation 

processes, innovative learning and innovative doing. 

Innovation is a new or significantly improved product (goods 

or service), or process, a new method, in business practices, 

workplace organisation or external relations. But innovation is 

impossible without collaboration and co-creation. 

As the dominant pedagogy adopted in most traditional 

education systems does not explicitly encourage co-creative 

or collaborative learning, the development of an innovation or 

knowledge economy is hindered. While innovation can be top-

down (large-scale and research led) or bottom-up (experimental, 

user led, and local), most countries with knowledge economies 

such as Finland’s, have strong bottom-up innovation cultures, and 

bottom-up innovation cultures begin with education. 

If education systems are to contribute to the development 

of innovation and knowledge economies in MENA countries 

they should nurture learners’ creativity and ideation, problem 

solving skills, and encourage collaborative learning. These skills 

acquired at a young age support new enterprise development 

through a flexible and adaptable attitude to different 

circumstances, the exercising of initiative and self-directed 

learning, productivity and accountability (goal setting), and the 

skills and attitude to make things work.

 In short, all of the qualities required of entrepreneurs and 

good business people, which is the kind of human capital MENA 

countries need, to attract more foreign investment and to nurture 

small and medium enterprise. 

Recent reports also stress the necessity of linking industry to 

Technical and Vocational Skills Development (TVSD).  As the data 

from Tunisia and many other African countries demonstrates, 

despite outdated TVSD curricula, TVSD graduates still find 

employment in greater numbers than university graduates.  

Recent studies by the World Bank, McKinsey and UNESCO5 

confirm that upgrading the TVSD sector in itself will not be 

enough to produce young people with relevant skills to sustain 

the economic growth of emerging economies. Industry must 

be engaged in the TVSD reform process so that changes to 

curricula and the mode of delivery of curricula can be informed by 

in-depth knowledge of the kinds of skills that are demanded by 

knowledge based and technical industries. 

According to the African Economic Outlook (2012), 21 African 

countries have dysfunctional youth employment programmes 

including Tunisia, Algeria, Libya and Egypt, with Morocco 

being the only country studied in which youth employment 

programmes are functioning properly. 

But there is another problem underlying the shortages 

of relevantly skilled young people. The UNESCO Global 

Monitoring Report (UNESCO, 2012) revealed that in 30 out of 

59 African countries studied, half of the youth lack foundation 

skills (numeracy, literacy and social skills), that should be 

acquired at primary school level. 

While the acquisition of foundation skills at primary school 

level remains a challenge, the development of TVSD skills 

will also suffer from setbacks. Addressing gaps in foundation 

skills development, creating better linkages between industry 

and TVSD, and embedding a bottom-up innovation culture in 

education systems, will in time, produce the human capital 

required to usher in innovation and knowledge societies in 

MENA countries. However, with population growth in the region 

showing no signs of slowing, but in fact accelerating, the need to 

reform the education system is nothing short of imperative. 

1  http://www.weforum.org/community/global-agenda-councils/youth-unemployment-visualization-2013

2 http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/MENAEXT/0,,menuPK:247619~pagePK:146748~piPK:146812~theSitePK:256299,00.html

3 http://www.weforum.org/community/global-agenda-councils/youth-unemployment-visualization-2013

4 http://www.weforum.org/community/global-agenda-councils/youth-unemployment-visualization-2013

5   McKinsey Global Institute, 2012. Africa at Work: The private sector is the only long-term solution to creating stable jobs, raising living standards and reducing poverty: McKinsey Global Institute.

The World Bank, 2013. World Bank Development Report Jobs, Washington: The World Bank Institute. UNESCO, 2012. Scaling up existing models of TVET provision to include more 

young people and adults is not the solution -> Paradigm shift that includes the active involvement of relevant actors, such as industry: TVET to TVSD. Shanghai, UNESCO.

UNESCO (2012) Global Monitoring Report: Youth & Skills – Putting Education to Work [Online] available from UNESCO at: http://www.unesco.org/

new/en/education/themes/leading-the-international-agenda/efareport/reports/2012-skills/, retrieved 7 February 2013

About the author

Niamh Brannigan is a communications 
specialist born and raised in Dublin, Ireland, 
and now living in Nairobi, Kenya where 
she works for an international NGO.  

The author would like to acknowledge the 
contribution of Dr. Jyrki Pulkkinen, Senior 
Advisor to Finland’s Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs and Jussi Karakoski, Senior Education 
Advisor to Finland’s Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs for their inputs to this article.
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Understanding the 
future of education 
from a technological 
perspective
by Michell Zappa

Why look at the future of technology in education? Because 

education holds a responsibility with society to anticipate 

the real-life skills students will need throughout their lives – 

and technology fundamentally underpins the disruption in 

tools learners will need to deal with an increasingly complex 

future. Educational methodologies tend to be formalized only 

after professional practices have been defined: the first true 

engineering students graduated only after many bridges had 

been built. And the first doctors received their diplomas after 

many corpses had been dissected and diseases cured.

With technology, however, that dichotomy is different. 

Fast-paced innovation and perpetual change in areas pertaining 

to emerging technology creates a scenario where the master 

needs to keep abreast with ongoing changes to remain ahead 

of their students. Computer science, while sometimes offered in 

a traditional context of classrooms and teachers, is most often 

taught between peers online. Programmatic problems that did 

not exist five minutes ago are posed and resolved on forums, 

where the roles of teacher and student become interchangeable.

This decentralized mode of ad-hoc teaching is the driving 

force behind accelerating change, but might also offer the 

solution for us to keep on top these rapid revolutions. When 

Biology class starts moving into Biotechnology, or when 

Physics turns computational, or when lessons in Ethics are 

complemented with lessons in Privacy, the old models won’t 

work. Relying on decade-old information, year-old textbooks 

or month-old articles won’t work. Most social fundaments will 

not change in our lifetimes – but school faces no difficulty in 

teaching these. What will change is the surface, the mores that 

drive the expectations of younger generations. The way in which 

they adopt and adapt new technologies without letting these 

changes uproot their values.

As an educator, knowing exactly what is changing, but also 

where things are likely to be heading becomes doubly important: 

to keep up with the culture of students, but fundamentally to help 

guide them through such rapid changes.

If, as an educator, you find yourself mixing up Facebook 

with FaceTime – or mistaking Twitter for Tumblr, know that the 

revolutions are only just beginning.

This visualization attempts to demonstrate a series of 

emerging technologies that are likely to influence education in the 

upcoming decades. Despite its inherently speculative nature, the 

driving trends behind the technologies can already be observed, 

meaning it’s a matter of time before these scenarios start panning 

out in learning environments around the world.

About the author

Michell Zappa is a global emerging 
technology strategist. His research 
develops plausible scenarios by drawing on 
current trends, technological imperatives 
and a degree of Sci-Fi inspiration. He 
works to guide both corporations and 
public institutions in making better 
decisions about their future.
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1Today, technology is fixed and 
centralized, either in a computer 
lab or within the classroom.

2Comparatively, in studios and 
virtually, we see ubiquitous, 
mobile use of technology.

3As classrooms digitize, students 
are free to collaborate with 
peers globally.

5Instruction becomes project- 
performance- and portfolio-based 
instead of traditional assessments.

6Over time, education becomes a continuous, 
interconnected effort, allowing students to 
cope with a perpetually changing world.

4Classrooms, as physical teaching 
models, tend to be replaced by 
studios and virtual teaching modes.

Classroom Studio Virtual
The prevailing paradigm of a single teacher 
addressing dozens of students unidirection-
ally in a physical setting.

Education lies at a peculiar crossroad in society. On one hand it has 
the responsibility of anticipating real-life skills by preparing us for an 
increasingly complex world – but education methodologies can only 
be formalized after practices have been defined. This dichotomy is 
particularly aggravated when it comes to technology, where 
fast-paced innovation and perpetual change is the only constant.

This visualization attempts to organize a series of emerging 
technologies that are likely to influence education in the upcoming 
decades. Despite its inherently speculative nature, the driving trends 
behind the technologies can already be observed, meaning it's a 
matter of time before these scenarios start panning out in learning 
environments around the world.

Peer to Peer learning environments where groups 
coalesce to discuss, learn and solve problems with 
each other and the teacher serves as a facilitator.

Disembodied environments, where learning, 
discussion and assessment happen regardless 
of physicality or geography.

Rather than considering IT a standalone 
tool or skill, digitization tends to disperse 
throughout every facet of the classroom.

Bridging the online–offline gap, these future 
technologies offer a potential future where 
embodiment is secondary to information access.

Undoing the traditional teacher-student 
model, these technologies offer a scenario 
where AI handles personalization while 
teachers focus on teaching.

Dissemination of information outside 
the physical silos of schools and 
classrooms, offering feedback and 
assessment to students anywhere.

Billed as an evolution in grading 
mechanisms, gamification brings instant 
feedback to acquired knowledge through 
achievements and points systems.

Envisioning the future
of education technology

2012

2020

2030

2040

65% of today's grade 
school kids will end up 

at jobs that haven’t 
been invented yet

United States Department of Labor:
Futurework - Trends and Challenges for Work in the 21st Century

Embedding computation to the physical 
via intelligent objects, the internet of 
things, and connectivity with a profound 
impact on learning mechanisms.

tferesearch.com Marie Curie FP7envisioningtech.com

First appeared in 4th edition of The MG Times 
(see www.issuu.com/jpsc/docs/themgtimes4) 
and is republished with kind permission.
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We still have classrooms filled with eager young students, but the 
environment has become more engaging, responsive and instantaneous. 
The use of interactive learning tools has been adapted throughout the 
modern world, and is delivering improved teaching. Teachers have 
become far more efficient, saving time and delivering enriched curriculum 
materials. Students adsorb information much faster and their retention 
is proven to be even greater.

When designing and investing in a new classroom environment the 
first principle should be one of making that environment “future proof”. 
Investing in the technology that is compatible with and also makes the 
most of the next generation of teaching resources. Our research shows 
that these resources are being written for a touch screen connected 
environment. Where the teacher presents using touch screen technology 
such as an interactive whiteboard, the student is using a tablet device all 
of which are connected to each other and the wider world. 

This new environment needs careful and simple administration to 
enable the teachers to teach and the learners to learn. Effective network 
administration needs to be user friendly with efficient firewall, content 
and spam filtering.

This complete future proof teaching environment is available 
through Bi-Bright. But what makes Bi-Bright the ideal partner for 
delivering your solution? Bi-Bright is part of Bi-Silque the Portuguese 
specialist manufacturer of visual communications products. 

Bi-Bright S.A.
Rua Cais da Estação, 3885-528 Esmoriz 
Portugal
T: (351) 256 750 120

Bi-Bright S.A are part of Bi-silque SGPS group.

Graeme Gladwinfield
Bi-Silque - MKT Director

www.bibright.com
facebook.com/bibright

We have been supplying teaching equipment for almost 40 years 
which is as far back as the black board, but not quite the slate tablet. 
We understand the unique needs of the products that are used in 
schools. Our European manufactured products are designed for very 
demanding frequent use, are of high quality and robust. They are also 
simple to install, simple to use and virtually maintenance free. 

Through our strategic partnership we are able to offer you a complete 
tailored solution that matches the client’s exact needs. No two projects 
are quite the same, with different hardware, software and support needs. 

Today we supply to over 60 countries in 5 continents, to discuss your 
requirements, contact: info@bibright.com

interactive whiteboard

Over the years we have witnessed the continued 
development from slate tablets, to chalk boards, to 
whiteboards, to interactive whiteboards and all the way 
back to tablets. But today these tablets are touch-screen 
tablets and connected to unlimited educational resources.

The past The future is Bi-bright

The way we educate 
hasn’t changed...
But the tools we use has.
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A year in the life 
of ArabBrains

At ArabBrains we relish the task of covering all things 

education, technology, business and innovation in the MENA 

region. As we welcome you to the Arab Education Summit, 

editor Marc McIlhone looks back over some of the great stories 

he’s featured on our website this year. 

Since becoming editor of the Brains Network 

(including ArabBrains, AfricanBrains, ChineseBrains and 

AustralianBrains) in October 2011 I have been constantly 

impressed by the incredible ingenuity displayed within 

the spheres of education, technology, business and in 

the MENA region.

Over the past year we’ve published a diverse range 

of stories showing how innovation in these areas makes a 

real, practical and sometimes life-changing difference to 

people from all walks of life and I’d like to share some of 

them with you now.

To Infinity and Beyond!
An exciting partnership between the Institute of Applied 

Technology and Space Ed-Ventures in the UAE has just 

produced the first all-female team to train at Space Center 

Houston in the US.

They took part in a concentrated seven-day aerospace 

engineering and technology training program and then 

returned to give a presentation on their exciting adventure to 

the American ambassador Michael Corbin in Abu Dhabi. 

The ambassador said the success of the trip highlighted 

the strong educational and cultural bond that the United States 

enjoys with the UAE and the role universities play in empowering 

women and supporting their education.

The Institute of Applied Technology has been working 

with Space Ed-Ventures since the latter’s launch in early 

2012 and the two in collaboration have sent a total of 

84 students on this dynamic and engaging educational 

training program.

The Next Movers and Shakers
 In late November last year the Bahrain-hosted 

Young Arab Leaders (YAL) organisation called on aspiring 

entrepreneurs and ambitious young people starting their 

own businesses to sign up for the Global Enterprise Week 

(GEW) conference.

“New and young firms represent a significant segment of 

the economy of Bahrain and the region” - Jonathan Ortmans, 

President of GEW

It consisted of a diverse range of events supporting YAL’s 

aim to create a culture of entrepreneurship in the Arab world. 

The events helped shed light on local business success stories, 

giving budding entrepreneurs the chance to meet and be 

mentored by top entrepreneurs from Bahrain and the region. 

There were also interactive workshops run by the Social Media 

Club of Bahrain which introduced entrepreneurs to the best 

social media platforms and how to use them effectively to 

promote their businesses.

This was the fourth year YAL Bahrain organised the Bahrain 

conference during Global Enterprise Week - a worldwide initiative 

celebrated by over 125 countries across the world.

Innovative Young Talent
Some serious young talent will represent Egypt this May 

when the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair 

(Intel ISEF) takes place in Phoenix, Arizona, USA. The world’s 

largest pre-college science research competition takes place 

between May 13 and 17 and delegates, aged between 14 and 

18, will share their projects with others from more than 60 

countries around the world.

A total of six innovative projects were selected from nearly 

2,000 showcased at two fairs held in Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt, 

as part of the Intel Egypt Tomorrow initiative, supported by the 

Egyptian Ministry of Education. The initiative is committed to 

improving society through the innovation of education as well 

as the encouragement of young people to think creatively and 

become young entrepreneurs. 

Just some of the winning projects include a MATLAB 

computer algorithm to help detect cancer, a system designed to 

protect ships from a hull breach and, rather remarkably, a method 

of using propolis from bee honey to help speed up wound healing 

in diabetes patients!
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The wider Intel ISEF project is the world’s largest high school 

science research competition and participation has increased year 

on year since its launch in Egypt in 2005. More than 1,500 students 

from 65 countries will compete for prestigious awards and prizes 

exceeding USD 4 million.

Arab Youth Debate Arab Unity 
In December last year “Musabaqat Munathara”, an online 

debating competition, attracted more than 100 youth participants 

from Jordan, Palestine, Tunisia, Egypt, Algeria, Morocco, Libya, 

Iraq and Lebanon. 

Young people were invited to voice their opinions in 99 

second videos on the chosen debate topic- Arab Unity. These were 

then viewed online and voted for by members of the public. Votes 

then determined which videos moved up the rankings through 

different phases. The top two then participated in a live panel 

event in Amman at Princess Sumaya University of Technology 

(PSUT), where they debated on an equal footing with prominent 

opinion leaders including Abdel Bari Atwan, chief editor of Al-

Quds al Arabia newspaper.

The Munathara Initiative was founded in 2011 and is based 

in Tunisia. It aims to address the need for an independent, 

innovative, fair and representative debating forum in which 

anyone can voice their opinion, regardless of social status, gender, 

education, or even location.

“Debating should no longer be a privilege. It is everyone’s 

right to be heard and engage in constructive debate to find 

solutions to some of our most pressing challenges“, said Belabbes 

Benkredda, founder of The Munathara Initiative.

I hope you have enjoyed reading about just a few of the 

great examples of how the future is bright for the youth of 

the MENA region. The combination of entrepreneurial spirit, 

open mindedness and technological innovation in the region 

has created a dynamic powerhouse ready to take on whatever 

challenges the future brings.

Enjoy the summit!

“ If we teach today 
as we taught 
yesterday, then we 
rob our children 
of tomorrow.” 
John Dewey

About the author

Marc Mcilhone joined the ArabBrains team 
as Editor in November 2011 sourcing news 
and features content and overseeing the 
work of the site’s contributors. Marc’s work 
is informed by his technical background in 
architecture having worked for some of the 
UK’s leading practices on projects within the 
education, healthcare and housing sectors. 
Marc has a particular interest in how Arab 
innovators are creating sustainable solutions 
that have a positive impact on people’s 
everyday lives. editor@arabbrains.com 
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Helping students 
to think SMART

Sales of smart tech devices are soaring in the Middle East, and 

many schools are starting to embrace the technology many 

of their pupils already carry in their pockets. Initiatives that 

integrate smart devices into learning are set to boost the region’s 

educational standards by giving institutions access to a far greater 

choice of teaching tools. 

In an effort to enrich the student experience, governments 

across the Middle East are turning to increased integration of 

ICT in schools. 

In April last year, HH Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al 

Maktoum launched an innovative new reform, the Smart 

Learning Initiative (SLI). The objective is to provide every pupil 

with a tablet PC and access to a high speed 4G network by 2017, 

integrating teachers, students, parents and administrators into 

a single e-platform. 

The “Dh1 billion” initiative is part of the UAE Vision 2021 and 

will be introduced in four stages over five years.

The launch of the SLI marked the largest national mobilization 

of mobile learning for higher education in the world. Third 

Generation iPads were used by roughly 14,000 new and 

Foundation Program students across three UAE Federal Higher 

Education institutions - The Higher Colleges of Technology, United 

Arab Emirates University and Zayed University. 

Speaking at the launch, Sheikh Mohammed stressed that 

the basic development of education was a “national necessity 

for sustainable development”, and said the government would 

continue to invest in “the human factor and its development”.

Student Khaled Mohammed Ahmed Al-Hantoubi enthused 

over the higher leadership’s investment in education, saying “This 

is very motivating to students and will contribute in raising their 

spirits now and in the future. It will also encourage students to use 

modern devices in education, and keep pace with the constant 

progress and prosperity of our country”

The SLI is part of a growing trend in the region, as schools 

at all levels strive to capture the interest and imagination 

of students by assimilating smart technologies into the 

classroom and curriculum.

Last year also saw the debut of BETT Middle East, the 

regional edition of the world’s leading education sector 

exhibition and conference, endorsed by the Abu Dhabi 

Education Council (ADEC). Over 100 companies exhibited 

e-learning solutions at the event, proving a significant drive 

from 3rd parties to promote the use of smart technology 

within the region’s education system. 

Sufian Dweik, regional manager at Brocade Communications 

and one of the exhibitors said that “with the proliferation of 

modern smart devices, the education sector is ripe for change. 

The old ‘one size fits all’ classroom paradigm of a teacher lecturing 

to a classroom full of students cannot hope to compete with the 

ways that today’s digital natives learn on their own”.

Supplying students with tablet computers isn’t the only 

option available - in fact many students already own smart 

devices. 2013 is set to be the first year that smartphone sales 

outstrip their older counterparts, as part of a growing trend that 

will lead to their inevitable dominance of the global market. Data 

from the fourth quarter of 2012 shows that shipments hit a record 

high of 44% of the marketplace, and with smartphone numbers 

growing by almost 40% year-on-year every quarter, they’re 

predicted to outsell more primitive handsets by the end of the 

first quarter of 2013. 
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This trend is also being reflected in the Middle East 

market. Sales in the UAE have been forecast to grow annually 

at 7 percent, and smartphones make up more than 40 

percent of the overall market. Research also shows that 72% 

of smartphone owners in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE 

are less than 34 years old, with a significant portion of those 

still in education. 

So if the majority of your students already bring phones to 

school, why not put them to use in the classroom?  

As smart devices become more pervasive, the landscape of 

education is adapting to accommodate them. Smart applications 

can create an interactive learning environment, empowering 

students and educators, and providing new tools to make the 

classroom experience more dynamic. 

They can offer more personalised and creative teaching 

lessons, with not only high speed internet access, but also 

specialised learning applications and teacher support. 

In a true 1:1 classroom, students have individual laptop 

computers, tablets, or smartphones, and are able to 

simultaneously view streaming video content from the web. 

Each individual student is able to view and work with the 

content in his or her own way, and also is able to work more 

closely with the teacher in one-on-one sessions. 

SLI students can connect with the school intranet from 

anywhere on campus, and also log in outside of school. Using 

an interactive E-board’s software, teachers can share content, 

conduct tests, monitor and control students’ devices and share a 

particular student’s work with others by importing their content 

onto the E-board.

Schools are also using innovative websites like ‘Poll 

Everywhere’ and ‘Text the Mob’, allowing the teacher to 

create a set of questions students can respond to with 

an SMS message. Results can be displayed instantly as 

a graph via an LCD projector or interactive whiteboard, 

enabling the teacher to gauge the level of student 

understanding instantly. 

Recent initiatives show that Governments and 

e-learning providers are beginning to realise the potential of 

using smart devices in education. 

But as Valerie Thompson, chief executive of the UK 

based e-learning foundation says, “the huge capacity of 

technology to be tailored and personalised around the 

needs of individual learners is still in its infancy.” 

As technology evolves, so will our options of utilising it. 

Research into advancements such as increased bandwidth, 

augmented reality and flexible screens is being heavily 

invested in, so the possibilities offered by integrating smart 

technology into learning will only become greater with 

every passing year. And education institutions across the 

Middle East are now in a prime position to embrace this.

About the author

Patrick Hamilton’s background is in digital 
audio technology. He works freelance 
for the BBC and is a much in-demand 
audio engineer for a wide range of live 
and corporate events across the UK.
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The first ever search portal for universities in the Middle East 

and North Africa has been launched, and is set for international 

expansion. Uni and I offers a searchable list of regional universities 

along with key information on fees, facilities, scholarships, loans 

and registration procedures.

It also features photos and video tours. So far 675 of the 1,055 

universities in the region are listed.

“In the region we don’t have independent rankings, student 

ratings or access to information on what universities offer,” Amer 

Tahboub, managing director at Media and I, Uni and I’s parent 

company, told The PIE News.

“With this site, however, you can review all the universities in 

Gulf Cooperation Council countries in under an hour.”

He said the site would benefit high school-age students in 

countries from Turkey to Jordan and Morocco. It is available in 

Arabic and English, and will soon be in French. Universities can join 

for around US$270 a year.

Media and I now plans to list the more than 18,000 universities 

worldwide on its site by 2014. It will also add features such as a 

student ratings system and social networking function. It even 

hopes to accept direct enrolments.

“There are a lot of universities websites but all are focusing 

on their regions,” he said. “We are planning to be global. In higher 

education there isn’t one website that covers the whole world.”

First universities 
portal launched 
for MENA
Originally appeared in “The PIE News”  
(www.thepienews.com) on March 14th 2013  
by Dan Thomas and republished 
with kind permission.
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Jordan readies 
its first policy on 
climate change

Jordan is set to launch a national policy this month for 

mitigating and adapting to the impacts of climate change, 

making it the first Arab country to do so, according to its 

environment ministry. 

The policy, a strategic document, recognises that women and 

children are particularly affected by climate change, for example 

because of its impact on food prices and the spread of disease at 

local and household levels. 

Apart from gender considerations, the policy also addresses 

the status of other vulnerable groups such as poor farmers whose 

adaptive capacity is low. 

The policy assesses the barriers facing climate change 

adaptation and sets out recommendations for national research 

priorities, such as water and agriculture. 

It is also suggests solutions for a country that the World Bank 

ranks as the fourth poorest in the world for water resources.

“Enhancing connectivity between research and 

policymaking will lead to better environmental management,” 

Ahmad Al Qatarneh, the secretary-general of the Ministry of 

Environment tells SciDev.Net.

His ministry has drawn up the policy in cooperation 

with the UN Development Programme (UNDP) and the 

Global Environment Facility, a financial mechanism for UN 

conventions on environment.

Al Qatarneh says the policy will include practical 

examples of adaptation, such as restoring Jordan’s second 

largest river — the heavily polluted Zarqa River— to boost the 

country’s water resources.

The policy will also suggest amendments to Jordan’s 

environmental protection laws to strengthen its compliance 

with three UN conventions: on biodiversity, climate change 

and desertification.

Batir Wardam, an environmentalist who is working 

with UNDP as a project manager for the third national 

communication report on climate change in Jordan, tells 

SciDev.Net that the country’s environment law has not been 

significantly revised since 2005. 

In addition, he says, the lack of any climate change 

policy has prevented the country from receiving adaptation 

funds and donations.

In a possible foretaste of climate change’s impact, 

Jordan was hit by floods in January. These resulted in the 

flooding of about 8,500 acres of farmland, according to 

the Jordanian Ministry of Agriculture, and demolished 500 

Syrian refugee tents, according to the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

“We always expected that Jordan would suffer from drought, 

but we were surprised that the opposite is what happened, 

as torrential rains swept through the country and sparked 

widespread flooding,” says Mufleh Al Abbadi, a project manager 

at the IUCN’s Regional Office for West Asia.

For example, one farmer’s house was damaged and most 

of his farm animals killed, causing him more than US$100,000 

in losses, he says. 

“The next step should be forming a permanent national 

committee to put policies into action,” says Ahmad Abdel-Fattah, 

national project manager at UNDP-Jordan.

But he warns that the lack of government coordination 

may mean that Jordan’s climate change policy remains 

ineffective. One solution is for NGOs to take the lead in its 

implementation, he adds.

This article by Rehab Abd 
Almohsen originally appeared on 
www.SciDev.net on 15 April 2013.

About the author

Rehab Abd Almohsen currently holds an IDRC/SciDev.
Net science journalism internship award.

This article has been produced by SciDev.Net’s Middle 
East & North Africa desk and is kindly reproduced under 
a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 licence.
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Established in 1976, Acer is an information and communication 

technology company dedicated to the research, design, 

marketing, sale and support of innovative products that 

enhance people’s lives. Acer’s green supply chain delivers 

environmentally friendly PCs, displays, projectors, servers, 

tablets and smartphones — tools our customers need to 

explore beyond limits and experience more. Ranked No. 

3 for notebooks globally (IDC 2012), Acer employs 8,000 

people, and 2012 revenues reached US$14.7 billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.acer.com

   

Al Tofola International Company is headquartered in 

Riyadh. It has dedicated its intellectual, human and material 

resources to the care of children in the 3-14 year age group. 

It is considered as one of the most valuable investments of 

the Al Ayuni Group for Commerce and Investment.

Al Tofola International Company specialises in childcare 

solutions; it gives the company the opportunity to provide 

a diversity of services that together form an integral, holistic 

and educational spectrum within: Educational Programs, 

Curriculum, Systems, and Solutions; Studies and Research; 

Operating Schools and Learning Centres Services.

Al Tofola International Company has created a variety of educational 

programs and systems, targeting children in the 3-14 year age group. 

 

 

 

Bawakeer – www.bawakeerschools.com 

Qader – www.qaderprogram.com 

Ta’sees – www.altofola.com/en/our-projects/tasees.html 

Marah Trip – www.altofola.com/en/our-projects/marah.html 

The Little Gym – www.tlgksacom 

www.altofola.com 

Atlas Educational Software Industries is a software company 

specializing in Student Information Systems for the last 10 years.

Located in Hacettepe University R&D Zone in Ankara-Turkey, our 

company supports international standards in Student Information 

Systems Development. Our staff have strong subject matter expertise 

in customizing and implementing large scale enterprise SIS projects.

Our flagship product K12NET is currently being used by over 

500 schools for the Ministry of Education in United Arab Emirates 

and in over 800 schools in Turkey. In addition to that, the system 

has been awarded as the enterprise Student Information System 

for all schools in Qatar by the Supreme Education Council.

Having a wide-range of customer variety, K12NET can be easily 

customised to cater in different educational settings and curriculum 

structures. K12NET includes a complete suite of integrated enterprise 

modules like Gradebook, Attendance, Behaviour Assessment, 

Counselling, Special Needs Education, Messaging, School Health, School 

Transportation, Fee Management, HR & Financials etc. 

 

 

 

 

www.k12net.com

ArabBrains  
welcomes the 
following companies 
as Partners 
and Sponsors

Autodesk helps people imagine, design, and create a better 

world.  Everyone from students and hobbyists to engineers, 

architects, design professionals and digital artists uses 

Autodesk apps, software and services to unlock their creativity 

make better products and solve important challenges.

Autodesk Education inspires and fosters the creators of tomorrow 

by providing students and educators with the technology to imagine, 

design and create a better world for future generations.  They provide 

students and educators with ACCESS to free Autodesk technology from 

design apps to professional-grade technology — helping to shape the 

next generation of engineers, architects and designers while fostering 

a love of design and inspiring change throughout the industry.

Autodesk’s technology combined with Autodesk Education’s 

specialized communities, support networks, and participation 

and sponsorship of competitions/events INSPIRE students to think 

creatively, and be innovative and limitless with their design work. 

With a full portfolio of professional and personal design products, 

Autodesk introduces students at all levels to the love of design, and 

power of design technology, so that they may DEVELOP into true 

design professionals. 

www.autodesk.com  

www.students.autodesk.com

Acer

Al Tofola

Atlas Educational 
Software Industries

Autodesk
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Cengage Learning EMEA Ltd is a leading provider of innovative 

teaching, learning and research solutions for the academic, 

professional and library markets worldwide. The company’s 

products and services are designed to foster academic excellence 

and professional development, increase student engagement, 

improve learning outcomes and deliver authoritative information 

to people whenever and wherever they need it. Through 

the company’s unique position within both the library and 

academic markets, Cengage Learning provides integrated 

learning solutions that act as a bridge between the library and 

the classroom. Cengage Learning’s brands include Brooks/

Cole, CourseTechnology, Delmar, Gale, Heinle, National 

Geographic Learning, South-Western and Wadsworth.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.cengage.com

Cambridge University Press’s mission is to ‘further through publication 

and printing the University’s objective of advancing learning, knowledge 

and research worldwide’. This mission is achieved by producing 

academic books, educational software and textbooks, monographs, 

reference works, English Language Teaching materials, electronic 

publishing, Bibles and prayer books and over 300 academic journals.

Cambridge University Press is a leading educational publisher, 

publishing high-quality, curriculum-based books, software and digital 

resources for international, primary and secondary schools worldwide.

Cambridge is a market-leading publisher for Cambridge 

International Examinations (CIE) Checkpoint, Cambridge IGCSE and A 

Level qualifications, as well as a global publisher in IB Diploma resources. 

The Press also publishes a globally recognized school Shakespeare series 

and national curriculum publishing in the UK, India, Africa and Australia.

A team of global specialist sales consultants provides customer care and 

support, with international offices and agents providing local support to 

customers all over the world.  

 

 

 

 

www.education.cambridge.org

Bi-Bright is part of the Bi-silque group, the leading 

specialist manufacturer of visual communication products 

based in Portugal. We supply to more than 60 countries 

in 5 continents and doing so for almost 40 years. 

Our proven track record of innovation, quality and 

service has enabled us to become the chosen partner 

for many of the world’s leading companies. 

But what makes Bi-Bright different? Decades of 

experience in producing traditional whiteboards and 

presentation products enables us to understand the use, 

application and demands of classroom environment. We 

have taken that experience to create the total interactive 

solution for the modern teaching environment.  

Our interactive solution includes Interactive Whiteboards and 

Touchscreen LCD, Tablets, Projectors and a full range of resources.  Our 

strategy has created a solution that is of the highest quality, accuracy 

and responsiveness; providing the ultimate user friendly experience.

 

 

 

www.bibright.com

Bi-Bright

Cambridge University Press

Cengage Learning

Datability is the IT innovator in the area of data related 

solutions.  We help clients to maximize their return on data, 

solely focusing on data treatment solutions such as data 

warehousing and Business Intelligence. Datability was established 

in 1998 in Saudi Arabia.  We believe that our continuity and 

success results directly from our client focus, working with our 

world-wide technology partners and our highly skilled team. 

We have succeeded in establishing a prodigious reputation 

in the Saudi market through the collaboration with the 

largest enterprises across many business sectors including 

education, government, telecommunication and finance.

Datability’s solutions are listed as follows: Data profiling; Data 

cleansing; Data migration; Data integration and consolidation; 

Data governance; Data warehousing and data mart; Operational 

data store; Business intelligence; Dashboards; Data mining; 

Master-Data management; Balanced score card.

 

 

 

 

 

www.datability.com

Corel is one of the world’s top software companies providing 

some of the industry’s best-known brands, including Roxio®, 

Pinnacle™ and WinZip®. Boasting the most comprehensive 

portfolio of graphics, productivity and digital media products, 

we’ve built a reputation for delivering innovative software that’s 

easy to learn and use, helping people achieve new levels of 

creativity and productivity. The industry has responded with 

hundreds of awards for innovation, design and value.

Used by millions of people around the world, our 

product lines include CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite, 

Corel® Painter®, Corel® PaintShop® Pro, Corel® 

VideoStudio®, Corel® WordPerfect® Office, Pinnacle 

Studio™, Roxio Creator®, Roxio® Toast® and WinZip®. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.corel.com

Corel

Datability

Eclipse Publishing & Distribution Co. is a Jordanian entity 

and was established in 2003. Our books are one of a 

kind that are designed to address the need for a different 

kind of education essential for a good future. The book 

series are built on international and high standards 

catering for public, private and international schools.

Our vision is to be recognized as a leading 

publishing house in the Middle East and on an 

international level. Providing exclusively designed 

educational programs with the newest and 

highest standards of educational methods.

We are seeking to educate and motivate a creative, problem-

solving and open-minded generation that will play an active 

role in setting high work standards and social awareness.

Core Values: Passion in everything we do. Building leadership. 

Delivering the most useful of educational programs. 

 

 

 

 

 

www.eclipse-llc.com

Eclipse
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Epson is a global imaging and innovation leader whose product 

line-up ranges from inkjet printers and 3LCD projectors to sensors 

and other micro-devices. Dedicated to exceeding the vision of its 

customers worldwide, Epson delivers customer value based on 

compact, energy-saving, and high-precision technologies in markets 

spanning enterprise and the home to commerce and industry.

Led by the Japan-based Seiko Epson Corporation, the Epson 

Group comprises more than 81,000 employees in 97 companies 

around the world, and is proud of its ongoing contributions to the 

global environment and the communities in which it operates.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.epson.ae

Hodder Education is a leading service provider to schools 

in over 80 countries worldwide, with resources and 

training available from Primary to A level. We publish 

for qualifications from the IB, Cambridge International 

Examinations and Edexcel, and also offer a wide range of 

innovative digital support. Hodder Education incorporates 

Philip Allan who publishes unique magazines for students 

who want to know more and achieve the very best grades.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.hoddereducation.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt is a global learning company with 

the mission of changing lives by fostering passionate, curious 

learners. Among the world’s largest providers of pre-K–12 education 

solutions and one of its longest-established publishing houses, 

HMH combines cutting-edge research, editorial excellence and 

technological innovation to improve teaching and learning 

environments and solve complex literacy and education challenges. 

HMH’s interactive, results-driven education solutions are utilized 

by 60 million students in 120 countries, and its renowned and 

awarded novels, non-fiction, children’s books and reference 

works are enjoyed by readers throughout the world.

At an enterprise level, we are turning around schools by partnering 

with administrators, teachers, parents and students. We collaborate with 

these stakeholders to develop and deliver interactive, results-driven 

solutions that build an interactive network across the entire education 

community. Our unique enterprise approach is effective at equipping 

parents with the necessary tools to support and motivate their children 

beyond the classroom, and at helping low-performing schools reach and 

exceed their goals. 

 

 

www.hmheducation.com

Epson

Houghton  
Mifflin Harcourt

Hodder Education

Elsevier offers a journal collection of over 2,500 current 

titles consisting of more than 10 million articles, including 

a historical archive (back-files) of 4 million articles prior to 

1995 directly to your desktop, back to Volume 1, Issue 1.

In addition we offer quality online Reference Works, Book Series, 

Handbooks, eBooks which enable fast and efficient access to the latest 

materials available for teaching and research purposes and Scopus, our 

navigational tool covering the world’s largest collection of abstracts, 

references and indexes of STM literature. These services significantly 

contribute to the research-productivity of the scientists and enrich their 

collections, whilst saving space and time searching for suitable content.

Elsevier provides you with the necessary tools allowing you to teach 

students at the highest possible level, making the institute an attractive 

place to study, whilst steadily moving up the University World Rankings!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.elsevier.com

Elsevier

   

Edumonde is a private but socially driven company jointly based 

in Paris and Johannesburg. We are a subsidiary of Worldview 

Global Media Holdings (WGMH), a Swiss company that has over 12 

years’ experience in making use of communications for education 

and social development projects across Asia and Africa.

EduMonde was created by a highly passionate and multi-skilled 

team who wants to actively contribute to the Millennium Development 

Goals (MDGs) and to the Education For All (EFA) action plans adopted 

during the Dakar World Education Forum, organized by UNESCO in 

2000. Edumonde aims to provide access to high-quality multimedia 

content through innovative and easy-to-use digital solutions. 

Our solutions incorporate unique and innovative devices that 

allow access to the best available content via digital TV broadcasting 

(VOD without internet). In the countries where we operate we look at 

partnering with organizations that can provide local support, logistics, 

infrastructure and content in order to deliver a localized solution.

 

 

 

 

 

www.edumonde.net

Edumonde

EMC is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers 

to transform their operations and deliver information technology as a 

service (ITaaS). Fundamental to this transformation is cloud computing.

The EMC Academic Alliance program is EMC’s offering 

to accredited institutions of Higher Education.

The program offers faculty unique ‘open’ curriculum-based 

education on technology topics applicable to any vendor 

environment such as virtualization, cloud computing, big 

data analytics, and information storage and management.  

These courses enable students to develop highly marketable 

knowledge and skills required in today’s evolving IT industry.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://education.emc.com/academicalliance

EMC
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Technology can create entirely new teaching and learning 

experiences. That is why HP, as a leading technology company, 

is in a strong position to support education at universities and 

schools. IT is not only a subject in its own right; it is also an 

essential tool for learning and teaching all other subjects.

But it takes more than just technology to raise test 

scores and inspire students. What really spurs progress 

is an understanding of how to use technology to 

improve the quality of education. Through its Innovation 

in Education program, HP is an active partner in the 

creation of new models of teaching and learning.

HP is not only investing into education specific technology and 

educational software but also promoting via the HP Catalyst Initiative 

some of the most innovative student projects at secondary schools 

and universities in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA). The focus 

is on science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).

 

 

 

 

 

www.hp.com/go/education

Headquartered in Dubai, IBM’s first presence in the Middle East 

dates back over 60 years to the installation of the first computer 

at Saudi Aramco in 1947. IBM Middle East and its business 

partners provide channel and product management, sales and 

technical support, product distribution, solution offerings, 

and business consultancy. IBM currently has ground-breaking 

initiatives in the fields of cloud computing, nanotechnology, 

desalination, solar power, e-Government, healthcare and many 

more across the region collaborating with leading educational 

institutes and governments in building a smarter planet. IBM 

works towards opening up meaningful new possibilities for 

progress across the region, building smarter energy, transport, 

healthcare, government and ultimately, smarter cities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.ibm.com

The Information and Communications Technology Association of 

Jordan, is an ICT & ICT Enabled Services (ICTES) industry-support 

association founded in 2000 with the aim of improving the 

dynamics of Jordan’s ICTES market and developing the Kingdom’s 

ICTES related activities. Membership is open to all companies 

operating in Jordan in the fields of software development, support, 

application, telecommunications, digital content, Business Process 

Outsourcing (BPO) and ICTES services, value-added assembly and 

distribution of ICT products and services, and is also open to the 

suppliers and users of these industries, along with universities 

and other parties supporting ICTES training and promotion.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.intaj.net

Hewlett-Packard

Int@j

International 
Turnkey Systems

IBM

From its beginning ITG (Integrated Technology Group) was 

fortunate to be established and led by a few visionaries that created 

principles to building a dynamic, innovative and technology driven 

group of companies. 23 years of carrying on the main principles 

and hard work, ITG is proud of seeing our clients as partners of 

success as together we were able to build these achievements.

Educational Solutions: EduWave® e-Learning & Educational 

Management Platform and e-Content Development. 

Government/Enterprise Solutions: WaveGRP® Government 

Resource Planning; WaveERP®, Enterprise Resource 

Planning; WaveDMS® Document Management System

Headquartered in Jordan, ITG’s network of strategic partners 

nowadays cover more than 21 countries worldwide in Europe, 

the Middle East, Asia, and Africa. The Exceptional demand 

on our solutions made the strategic decision of investing and 

creating new branches in certain countries simple; ITG-America, 

ITG-Asia, and recently ITG-Saudi were established then.

 

 

 

 

www.itgsolutions.com

In our increasingly global economy, Intel recognizes that 

curiosity, critical thinking and a strong foundation in math and 

science are necessary for tomorrow’s workforce to compete for 

the high-tech jobs of the future. In fact, growth in math-intensive 

science and engineering jobs outpace overall job growth by 

three to one. Intel supports actively the Europe 2020 Agenda or 

the Digital Transformation Campaign in the Middle East, which 

put innovation on the forefront to create new opportunities.

That is why Intel gets directly involved in education programs, 

political advocacy, and technology access efforts that enable 

today’s young people to develop the skills they need to be the 

innovators of tomorrow. Over the past decade alone, Intel and 

the Intel Foundation have invested more than $1 billion and Intel 

employees have donated close to 3 million volunteer hours 

toward improving education in more than 60 countries.

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.intellearningseries.com

Intel

Integrated  
Technology Group

ITS is a business and technology service company, employing 

over 1,400 people. It provides business solutions, systems’ 

integration and outsourcing services to clients of financial 

services, education, governments, energy and enterprises.

The ITS OneCampus solution for the Higher Education sector 

provides a unique and innovative approach through technical and 

social integrated solutions accompanied by incomparable services.

The applications and solutions provided by OneCampus are 

fully compatible with the plans of any university or educational 

body which aim to keep pace with its growth and to ensure the 

best at educational, administrative and technical service levels.  

During the last few years the ITS Group has succeeded in 

providing a range of unique solutions, systems and techniques 

which are suitable for universities and educational institutions 

across the Middle East. These are in line with the requirements 

of students in the region and it is this factor which distinguishes 

ITS from other companies operating in the same activity.

While technology has increased substantially it is the deep-rooted 

experience of the ITS Group which allows the company to meet client 

requirements and to successfully apply the OneCampus solutions with 

internationally high standard specifications.  

www.its.ws
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With over 7,000 staff operating in more than 80 countries, 

Macmillan Publishers Ltd is one of the largest and best known 

international publishing groups in the world. It is characterized 

by high-quality academic and scholarly, educational, fiction and 

non-fiction publishing in many forms; from STM and social science 

journals to serious non-fiction and literary fiction; from educational 

course materials and dictionaries to college textbooks, academic 

monographs and reference with supporting online resource sites.

Macmillan Education is one of the world’s leading publishers of 

English Language teaching and school curriculum materials, with over 

150 years of publishing experience. Macmillan Education works with 

teachers, students, institutions, educational authorities and Ministries 

of Education to develop high quality course books and supplementary 

materials to suit the needs of teachers and students of all levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.macmillan.com

3P Learning’s Mathletics is helping millions of children 

around the world love learning and improve their maths 

results.  The online program contains thousands of maths 

activities, aligned to various international curricula.

Mathletics contains an extensive range of printable eBooks, 

diagnostic challenges, fun games, Concept Search Tool and 

much more. Teachers can easily differentiate and personalise 

learning to meet the needs of all pupils.  Mathletics also adds 

a competitive dimension to learning, allowing students to 

play live mental arithmetic games against other pupils from 

around the world in a completely safe environment.

Mathletics is proven to increase student’s results in 

maths. If used for at least an hour a week, pupils will see 

an improvement in results by an average of 31%.

Students can complete activities and tasks at school or 

home.  Performance data for each student and class is recorded 

and stored in an online mark book. Accessible 24/7, Mathletics 

successfully motivates young people to want to do more maths.

 

 

 

www.mathletics.com

Macmillan

Mathletics

Lucas-Nülle GmbH is among the world’s leading companies 

developing, manufacturing and vending technical training systems 

for: Electrical/Electronic Engineering; Electric Power Engineering; 

Automa tion technology; Mechatronics; Drives; Communication 

Technology; Automotive Technology; Laboratory Systems

Lucas-Nülle training systems have been manufactured for 

30 years at the company’s premises in Kerpen near Cologne and 

are now distributed to customers in more than 100 countries.

With its years of know-how, Lucas-Nülle can offer not only equipment 

but also complete training concepts and solutions. Each training system 

is supplied with extensive, PC-based training software running on the 

proprietary LabSoft platform. The company’s products include easy-to-use, 

time-saving administrations software for managing trainees and classes.

Our core services include consultation and planning for the 

construction and installation of training centres. With its long-term 

international expertise, high customer satisfaction and most innovative 

products, Lucas-Nülle stands out as global market leader. 

 

 

 

 

www.lucas-nuelle.com 

Lenovo is a US$30 billion personal technology company – the 

second largest PC maker worldwide and an emerging PC Plus leader – 

serving customers in more than 160 countries. Dedicated to building 

exceptionally engineered PCs and mobile internet devices, Lenovo’s 

business is built on product innovation, a highly-efficient global supply 

chain and strong strategic execution  Formed by Lenovo Group’s 

acquisition of the former IBM Personal Computing Division, the Company 

develops, manufactures and markets reliable, high-quality, secure 

and easy-to-use technology products and services. Its product lines 

include legendary Think-branded commercial PCs and Idea-branded 

consumer PCs, as well as servers, workstations, and a family of mobile 

internet devices, including tablets and smart phones. Lenovo, a global 

Fortune 500 company, has major research centres in Yamato Japan; 

Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen, China; and Raleigh, North Carolina.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 www.lenovo.com

Lucas-Nülle GmbH

Lenovo

Founded in 1807, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. has been a valued source 

of information and understanding for more than 200 years, helping 

people around the world meet their needs and fulfil their aspirations. 

Wiley and its acquired companies have published the works of more 

than 450 Nobel laureates in all categories: Literature, Economics, 

Physiology or Medicine, Physics, Chemistry, and Peace.

Our core businesses publish scientific, technical, medical, 

and scholarly (STMS) journals, encyclopaedias, books, and online 

products and services; professional/trade books, subscription 

products, training materials, and online applications and Web 

sites; and educational materials for undergraduate and graduate 

students and lifelong learners. Wiley’s global headquarters are 

located in Hoboken, New Jersey, with operations in the U.S., 

Europe, Asia, Canada, and Australia. The Company is listed on the 

New York Stock Exchange under the symbols JWa and JWb.

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.wiley.com

JP-inspiring knowledge is dedicated to the design, development 

and distribution of technological solutions, and leader of a global 

reference initiative pioneering ICT-based Education. JP-Inspiring 

Knowledge manufactures high quality computer equipment, like the 

leading brands in Portugal – Tsunami and mgseries and strives for the 

strength, competitiveness, innovation and quality of their products.

Our mission is to deliver purpose-built solutions for education 

through ICT products and services that foster human development. 

We build custom products and services that are specific to each 

educational context and have developed a network of key 

global players with vast experience in ICT and Education.

We are working to bridge the digital divide in education between 

and within countries, allowing each country to provide equal access to 

the best available pedagogical tools. It is our objective to assure that 

children develop successfully and leapfrog into the new global society.

Based on existing agreements and projects running, JP-inspiring 

knowledge is the world largest OEM deploying Intel Classmate-based 

student devices. We are currently operating in more than 70 countries 

directly or through partners, and have delivered over 4 million student 

devices worldwide. 

 

www.jp-ik.com 

John Wiley & Sons

JP- inspiring knowledge
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Our mission is as an innovator and a global leader in high-quality 

teaching and learning solutions, we are helping improve the 

world’s prospects and providing individuals vital knowledge to 

enable them to reach their full potential throughout their lives.

Our values are based on Innovation – We are constantly 

looking at new ways to improve learning and help people become 

more productive and efficient in rapidly changing markets; 

Success and Learning – We are focused on helping students of 

all ages succeed with our proven solutions. Customer Focus – 

We are committed to providing superior customer service and 

providing solutions to meet every teaching and learning need.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.mheducation.com

Microsoft’s mission in education is to help every student and educator 

around the world realize their full potential. At Microsoft, we are 

deeply committed to working with governments, communities, 

schools, and educators to use the power of information technology 

to deliver technology, services, and programs that provide anytime, 

anywhere learning for all. We believe an educated population is the 

one natural resource that increases in value as it increases in size.

Founded in 1975, Microsoft is the worldwide leader 

in software, services and solutions that help people 

and businesses realize their full potential.

The company offers a wide range of products and 

services designed to empower people through great 

software – any time, any place and on any device.

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.microsoft.com/education

MOZAIK Education is the leading textbook publisher and 

the provider of the most widely used interactive education 

software in the Hungarian public education, producing 

educational material up to the highest European standards. 

Since the foundation of the company over twenty years ago 

it has been a leading force in the front line of innovation.

The mozaLearn is an integrated educational system, providing 

adequate digital support for pupils and teachers as well as for parents.

Our all-round service system includes: Supports 

teaching by programs designed for interactive whiteboards; 

Gives active home learning a new dimension with its 

online supplementary content and test exercises; Helps 

schools with their wide-ranging facilities in administrative 

work with its complex digital administrative program.

The digital textbooks in mozaBook make the contents of the 

printed books more interesting and easily perceivable by using 

interactive 3D models, videos, exercises, maps and thematic tools.

 

 

 

 

www.mozalearn.eu 

Nature Publishing Group (NPG) is a publisher of high 

impact scientific and medical information in print and 

online. NPG publishes journals, online databases and 

services across the life, physical and applied sciences and 

clinical medicine. NPG also offers a range of unique tools 

designed to help scientists across all disciplines succeed in 

creating and communicating scientific results in the best 

possible way and to the largest possible audience using 

training, editorial support and publishing platforms.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.npg.nature.com

McGraw Hill

Microsoft

Mozaik

Nature Publishing Group

Obeikan Education, part of Obeikan Investment 

Group, is an integrated education solutions provider. 

Obeikan Education specializes in the development of 

curriculum content, teaching and learning methods, 

professional development of instructional staff, as 

well as e-learning and educational technology.

Obeikan Education’s benchmarks are best practice and 

quality based on international standards. We localize and 

deploy international expertise to suit the cultural and religious 

context of Arab and Moslem communities. We provide 

leading curricula for delivery in the local language.

Obeikan Education provides solutions for: Early 

childhood education; General education (K-12); Higher 

education; Vocational and professional education; Learning 

technologies; General and specialized publishing

Employing Saudi, Arab, and global experts, Obeikan is proud to 

partner with some of the most prestigious universities and institutions, 

as well as world class organizations, and publishing houses globally. 

We develop teaching and learning that supports the work of regional 

ministries of education, universities and institutions as well as the wider 

community of learners at all levels.  

www.obeikaneducation.com

With more than 380,000 customers — including 100 of the Fortune 

100 — and with deployments across a wide variety of industries in 

more than 145 countries around the globe, Oracle offers an optimized 

and fully integrated stack of business hardware and software systems.

Innovation is key for Oracle: since 2004, Oracle had invested 

more than $19 billion dollars in continued innovation of its 

products. Oracle employs 32,000 developers and engineers. In 

addition we help the next generation to prepare for 21st century 

workplaces by supporting 1.5 million students annually.

For over 30 years Oracle helps customers to get better business 

results and more innovation. Oracle’s comprehensive and integrated 

approach brings tremendous benefit to customers. Oracle is able to 

provide more innovation more quickly than its competitors because 

the company coordinates development among all of its engineering 

teams at all levels of the Oracle product stack. This allows Oracle 

to move new features and capabilities from develop-ment to the 

marketplace at a rapid pace and allows customers to get the most out 

of their technology investment.  

 

 

 

www.oracle.com

Oracle

Obeikan Education
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Since 1996, Texas Instruments’ award-winning DLP technology has 

powered the world’s top display devices to deliver higher resolution 

images rich with colour, contrast, clarity and brightness for a wide 

range of applications, including intelligent display technology. With 

DLP’s intelligent display capability, users can interact with content 

in a diverse range of applications, such as automotive, medical and 

interactive projection. DLP’s technology spans movie theatres (DLP 

Cinema®) and large-scale, professional venues; in conference rooms, 

classrooms, and home theatres; and with DLP Pico™-enabled mobile 

devices, the ability to display images from the palm of your hand. 

Every DLP chip features an array of up to 8 million microscopic mirrors 

that switch at ultra-high speeds. With this speed advantage, DLP 

enables applications unheard of by competing display technologies.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.dlp.com

Texas Instruments

Springer Science+Business Media is a leading global scientific 

publisher, providing researchers in academia, scientific 

institutions and corporate R&D departments with quality content 

via innovative information products and services. Springer is 

also a trusted local-language publisher in Europe – especially 

in Germany and the Netherlands – primarily for physicians 

and professionals working in the automotive, transport and 

healthcare sectors. Roughly 2,000 journals and more than 7,000 

new books are published by Springer each year, and the group 

is home to the world’s largest STM eBook collection, as well 

as the most comprehensive portfolio of open access journals. 

Springer employs nearly 6,000 individuals across the globe and 

in 2011 generated sales of approximately EUR 890 million.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.springer.com

Stephen Austin is a world leader in the field of confidential examination 

paper production and work with Ministries of Education and Examination 

Councils throughout the world and including the Middle East. Based in 

the UK, we have over 60 years of experience in this demanding field.

Assessment organisations need to be able to rely on the 

accurate and reliable provision of confidential examination 

question papers, answer booklets and other examination 

material – with our wide experience and knowledge, we take care 

of all aspects of the production, packing and despatch leaving 

examination bodies free to focus their professional expertise 

on the most important activities – the development of reliable 

and valid tests and the marking and awarding of final grades.

Key areas of interest include: Automated Packing and Electronic 

Centringrunning unique automated packing lines that ensure 100% 

accuracy and traceability in the packing of every paper into every 

tamper evident polybags. Capacity Building Programmesoffering 

individually tailored programmes designed to develop and build local 

capability in secure examination production, packing and distribution.

 

 

 

www.stephenaustin.co.uk

Springer

Stephen Austin

For almost 100 years PHYWE has been developing, producing, 

supplying and installing scientific equipment, complete 

experiments and solution systems for science education 

and scientific research at schools and universities.

Modern e-Learning systems, software and a broad spectrum 

of services including training courses, on-site installation and 

comprehensive pre-sales consulting complete our offering.

Our competence, quality and reliability has enabled us to 

become one of the world leading companies for the supply 

of training and educational equipment for the teaching of 

Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Applied Sciences.

More than 145,000 customers in over 95 countries (including 

Africa for over 30 years) value our experience and products. PHYWE 

is your sought-after partner for schools, colleges, universities, 

private institutes, museums and research institutions worldwide.

A member of the Lucas-Nülle Group of companies and together 

with more than 60 authorised International Sales Partners, we offer you 

individually tailored solutions from a single source.  

 

 

 

www.phywe.com

Samsung Electronics Levant inaugurated its offices in Jordan 

in 2009, representing Samsung Electronics Co. in the Levant 

region (Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and Palestine). The office 

aims to serve a rapidly growing market, and offers high standard 

customer services to its clients and customers in the region.

Samsung Electronics Co. through its different business units 

introduces its latest innovations and technologies, continuously raising 

the bar in quality, reliability & specifications - from state of the art 

consumer electronics to the most comprehensive business solutions.

In-line with the company’s slogan “Smarter Life, a Smarter 

World”, Samsung Electronics has utilized its diversified products to 

work seamlessly with each other in perfect synergy; creating the 

perfect ecosystem for Business, Medical & Educational solutions. 

Including “Samsung School” which is show cased in this summit.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.samsung.com/levant

PHYWE Systeme GmbH

Samsung
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The Parthenon Group is a global strategic advisory firm with 

offices in Boston, London, Mumbai, San Francisco, and Shanghai. 

Parthenon has served as an advisor to the education sector since 

our inception in 1991. Our Education Practice – the first of its kind 

across management consulting firms – has an explicit mission and 

vision to be the leading strategy advisor to the global education 

industry. To achieve this, Parthenon invests significantly in dedicated 

management and team resources to ensure that our global expertise 

extends across public sector and non-profit education providers, 

foundations, for-profit companies and service providers, and 

investors. Parthenon also has deep experience and a track record of 

consistent success in working closely with universities, colleges, states, 

districts, and leading educational reform and service organizations 

across the globe. To date we have served clients in more than 60 

countries and we complete 150 education projects annually.

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.parthenon.com

Toshiba Gulf FZE is a wholly owned subsidiary of Toshiba 

Corporation headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. Toshiba is a 

world-leading diversified manufacturer, solutions provider and 

marketer of advanced electronic and electrical products and 

systems. Toshiba Group brings innovation and imagination to a 

wide range of businesses: digital products, including LCD TVs, 

notebook PCs, retail solutions and MFPs; electronic devices, 

including semiconductors, storage products and materials; 

industrial and social infrastructure systems, including power 

generation systems, smart community solutions, medical 

systems and escalators & elevators; and home appliances.

Headquartered in Dubai, UAE, Toshiba Gulf FZE caters to a 

number of regions including GCC, Levant and Egypt and aims to 

bring in “local-fit” products and enhance Toshiba brand equity in 

these regions. The company offers a wide-ranging product portfolio 

that includes consumer and business notebooks; netbooks; laptop 

accessories; tablets; 3D, LED and LCD TVs; and Blu-ray Disc Players.

 

 

 

www.toshiba.co.jp/index.htm  

www.toshibamea.com.

Tribal is a leading provider of systems and solutions to the education, 

training and learning markets around the world. Our work includes 

building world-class software from schools to colleges and 

universities, along with improvement services and skills development 

programs to support high-quality education worldwide.

Our systems include market-leading software and related 

services to support education, training and learning. Our 

student-administration systems are streamlining processes 

in dozens of education institutions around the world.

In Higher Education our user base reaches over 130 clients 

including over half of the Russell Group of universities, the 

University of Sydney and University of Oxford. Our work is 

established across the globe helping organisations to become 

more effective, saving them time and reducing costs.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.tribalgroup.com

We as TRIUMPH BOARD are a European manufacturer 

of Interactive Whiteboards and Audio Visual equipment, 

selling to the Educational and Corporate sectors across 

50 EMEA countries and going World Wide now.

The TRIUMPH BOARD range includes interactive 

whiteboards, interactive LED LCD monitors, Audience 

Response (voting) Systems, document cameras, data 

projectors, supporting software and further allied 

products.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.triumphboard.com

ZTE Corporation is a leading global provider of telecommunications 

equipment and network solutions. Through its network of 

operators across 140 countries, the company delivers innovative 

products and business solutions. It connects global customers 

via voice, data, multimedia and WLAN. Founded in 1985, ZTE is 

listed on both the Hong Kong and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges 

and is China’s largest listed telecoms equipment company.

ZTE’s e-education solution provides more choices for the 

education industry. Through use of nationwide educational network 

interconnection, multi-technique campus access network, flexible and 

open resource sharing platform, customized educational applications 

and knowledge service, more students can conveniently obtain 

high-quality educational resources. ZTE has a long history of providing 

education solutions. For example, ZTE provided deployment and 

consulting services on e-education solutions to Egypt, Ethiopia, Nigeria, 

Mozambique, and other countries with great success. 

 

 

 

 

 

www.zte.com.cn

The Parthenon Group

Toshiba

Tribal

Triumph Board

ZTE
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ArabBrains 
welcomes the 
following 
Government  
Ministries

Bahrain Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education (MoE) seeks to develop a qualitative education 

system to reach a high degree of excellence and creativity. This vision 

emanates from the Islamic Religion’s principles and values and the 

Kingdom of Bahrain’s interaction with the population.  It aims to satisfy 

the requirements of continuous development that conform to the 

international standards, as stated in the Kingdom’s constitution. 

The MoE provides educational opportunities for every citizen 

to develop his/her mental, physical and emotional potentials and 

skills through the implementation of development plans to achieve 

the requirements of quality to enhance the quality and effectiveness 

of education in line with the international standards as stated in the 

Education Law, Higher Education Law and Private Education Institutions 

Law in the Kingdom of Bahrain.  

 

 

 

 

 

www.moe.gov.bh

Egypt Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education is committed to a quality pre-university 

education for all as a fundamental human right.  It is working towards 

providing a framework of a decentralized system based on community 

participation to provide a pioneering model in the region, working to 

prepare students for a society in light of a new social contract based 

on democracy, justice and the passage of a permanent future.

The objectives are to provide equal educational opportunities for all 

children; to reform and continuously improve the educational process 

and to develop systems to increase their effectiveness.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.moe.gov.eg

 Egypt Ministry of Communications 
and Information Technology

The ministry’s mission is to develop a democratic knowledge-based 

society that supports a strong Egyptian economy and is based on 

equitable access to information and communications services, 

guaranteeing the digital rights of citizens and the development 

of a national industry based on human talent and creativity.

To achieve this mission, four strategic objectives have been 

identified: the support of the democratic transition; the promotion of 

digital citizenship and an informed society; the promotion of sustainable 

development and the strengthening of the national economy.

It also aims to develop the Egyptian software and ICT systems 

industry and promote its exports to establish a strong “Made in Egypt” 

brand together with developing the National Broadband Strategy 

to ensure universal internet access in Egypt and the introduction of 

applications in areas of growing importance, such as climate change 

adaptation, energy efficiency and sustainable development. 

 

www.mcit.gov.eg

Iraq Ministry of Higher Education 
& Scientific Research

The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research aims 

to make changes qualitatively and quantitatively in the scientific, 

technical and cultural movement and direct the scientific and research 

organizations to reach towards making a generation equipped 

with science and knowledge to be an active and influential power 

in society. It also aims to develop the scientific and cultural relations 

and expand the friendly relations in these fields with other countries 

and different scientific organizations all over the world to achieve the 

harmony and integration in the fields of science and knowledge.

The following departments and offices are directly 

connected with His Excellency’s Office.

Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research office; Deputies 

Offices; Inspector General Office; Supervision and Scientific Evaluation 

Department; Cultural Relations and Scholarship Department; Studies, 

Planning and Follow up Department; Research and Development 

Department; Department Legal and Administrative Affairs; Department 

of Re-Construction and Projects.  

www.en.mohesr.gov.iq 
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 Libya Ministry of Higher 
Education & Scientific Research

The ministry aims to provide appropriate opportunities 

for Libyans and Libyan women to take advantage of higher 

education and scientific research, to contribute in civic life and 

economic development and the social progress of Libya.

It aims to raise the level of higher education to meet the educational 

needs of students and society in the twenty-first century; to take care of 

vocational and technical education, development and linking it to the needs 

of the future Libya in construction and economic development; to lift the 

efficiency of educational and research institutions and emphasize the need 

for commitment to international standards in accreditation and quality; to 

promote scientific research and its role in economic development for the 

benefit of the Libyan society; to encourage partnership and cooperation 

with scientific institutions of Arab and foreign and to ensure higher 

education remains accessible to everyone. 

 

 

www.highereducation.gov.ly

 Morocco Ministry of Higher 
Education, Scientific Research 
& Management Training

The Ministry of Higher Education, Scientific Research and Management 

Training develops and implements government policy in the 

field of academic education and scientific research. It ensures and 

monitors the execution in accordance with laws and regulations.

In collaboration with the ministries concerned with higher education 

institutions, it is also responsible for the planning, coordination and 

evaluation of all training programmes for managers with the exception 

of those provided by the Ministry of Education. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.enssup.gov.ma 

Oman Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education aims to provide premium standards of 

learning, focusing principally on the education process and its key 

elements such as administration and strengthening educational facilities.

The Ministry of Education leads the mission to prepare a generation 

capable of carrying the nation’s economic and social development 

duties. It provides all facilities, curricula, evaluation systems and high 

quality working force to serve all pupils in various education sectors 

along with deployment of modern technologies proportionate to Digital 

Oman Community Strategy. It also works with the private sector and 

the community to serve education, devising the way for consistent 

modernization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.moe.gov.om 

Palestine Ministry of Education

The ministry is responsible for overseeing the Palestinian education 

system. It seeks to provide enrollment opportunities for all those 

who are of school age, as well as improve the quality of teaching 

and learning in line with the developments of the times.

The ministry is aware of the importance of developing public 

education and improving its quality together with achieving quality 

standards with regard to university education.  As part of its efforts 

to create an infrastructure in the field of vocational and technical 

training, the ministry has adopted a strategy which also includes the 

development of the education system and vocational and technical 

training and human resources and the development of material 

resources and curricula, regulations and legislation relating to vocational 

education. 

 

 

 

 

 

www.mohe.gov.ps

Saudi Arabia Ministry of Education

 

The ministry aims to provide opportunities for education to every 

citizen of learning age, according to his abilities and inclinations, 

and to facilitate these opportunities by providing the appropriate 

infrastructure and services. To design and execute projects that 

cater to the requirements of the Ministry such as construction of 

educational buildings, and renovation of existing educational 

sites, by investing capital sums in the private sector for the 

implementation of such projects. To improve the curriculum and 

constantly upgrade the general education system so that it is in 

accordance with contemporary societal and industry requirements. 

It is implementing educational and training programs for Teachers 

Colleges and others on the same level to improve their skills and enrich 

their experiences and is setting up night schools for elementary and 

secondary levels of education for adults. It is also developing national 

solidarity and national integration through a well-balanced educational 

curriculum. 

 

www.moe.gov.sa 

Tunisia Ministry of Higher 
Education & Scientific Research

The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research is responsible for 

developing and implementing the higher education and scientific research 

policy; monitoring the activities of universities, higher education and 

research institutions and research structures; monitoring the university 

life of students and coordinating the activities of students’ services offices 

and coordinating and following up the international cooperation actions 

related to higher education and scientific research.  It is also responsible 

for the supervision of the Tunisian National programmes on Scientific 

Research.  It is committed to ease the execution of research programmes 

and to promote innovation and technological development; these goals are 

pursued by supporting innovative firms, underlining the results of research, 

strengthening partnership between research structures and firms and giving 

birth to an ambitious programme for the setting-up of techno-parks and 

nurseries of firms.  

 

 

 

www.mes.tn
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The Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization 

(Alecso) is a specialized agency having its headquarters in Tunis. 

The Organization, which works within the Arab League, is mainly 

concerned with enhancing and coordinating educational, cultural 

and educational activities in the Arab world. Alecso was founded 

in accordance with Article 3 of the Arab Cultural Unity Charter and 

its creation was officially announced in Cairo on 25 July 1970.

Among its various activities, subsidiary ALECSO institutions 

have been established across the Arab world and include: Arab 

Centre for Arabization, Translation, Authorship and Publication; 

Arabization Coordination Bureau; Institute of Arab Manuscripts; 

Institute of Arab Research and Studies; International Institute for the 

Arabic Language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.alecso.org.tn

ALECSO

The British Council creates international opportunities for the 

people of the UK and other countries and builds trust between 

them worldwide. We call this work cultural relations.

We are on the ground in six continents and over 100 countries 

bringing international opportunity to life, every day. Each year we 

work with millions of people, connecting them with the United 

Kingdom, sharing our cultures and the UK’s most attractive assets:  

English, the Arts, Education and our ways of living and organising 

society. We have over 75 years’ experience of doing this.

In line with our Royal Charter, we aim to bring high quality English 

materials to every learner or teacher who wants them around the 

world. We work with governments to transform whole education 

systems to increase opportunity and employability through English.

 

 

 

 

 

www.britishcouncil.org

British Council

The JEI works hand in hand with the Ministry of Education 

and Ministry of Information Communication Technology.

Its mission is to accelerate education reform through innovation 

to further add value to students, teachers and the education system, 

and effectively contribute in building a knowledge economy.

Its objectives are to improve the development and delivery of 

education to citizens through public-private partnerships; to introduce 

21st century learning and teaching skills into the public education 

sphere, to encourage the development of an efficient public-private 

model for the acceleration of educational reforms in developing 

countries by bringing out the innovation of teachers and students 

through developing and integrating ICT in the educational strategies 

and approaches.  They also aim to build the capacity of partners for 

the development of innovative learning solutions in partnership with 

world class firms, and to expand innovation and research to accelerate 

and effectively support education reform and develop economic and 

business models. 

 

 

 

 

www.jei.org.jo

JEI
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Queen Rania Centre for Educational Technology’s vision 

is to deliver the development of educational reform plans 

to assist the mission of the Ministry of Education. It is also 

a key provider of e-learning and teaching support.

 It’s goals are to act as a comprehensive educational centre; 

to seek to facilitate and improve the education process. It 

supports teachers in their development. It acts as an educational 

initiatives centre in the field of digitizing learning and as a 

coordinator between the partners of the Ministry.  It aims 

to be a leading knowledge source for teaching and learning 

and a centre for employment of educational technology and 

educational practices. To act as a leading consultant centre; to 

implement policies and strategies and to transform the advisory 

committee’s policies and decisions of the supreme substantive 

into procedural project and implementation follow-up plans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.qrc.elearning.jo

Queen Rania Teacher Academy (QRTA) is an independent 

non-profit institute committed to the vision of Her Majesty 

Queen Rania Al-Abdullah to empower educators with the skills, 

recognition, and support necessary to excel in the classroom, 

as well as promoting excellence in teacher education.

Since its launch in June 2009 it has worked on 

improving education in Jordan, its key partner being 

the Jordanian Ministry of Education (MOE), as well 

as stimulating educational advancement across 

the Middle East by introducing a number of quality 

teacher professional development programs.

To implement its strategic plans, QRTA has developed strategic 

partnerships with a number of internationally renowned organisations 

as well as a number of well-reputed universities in order to expand 

its reach to teachers, introduce quality professional development 

opportunities for teachers from all walks of life and catalyse effective 

teachers policy dialogue locally regionally and globally. 

 

 

 

 

www.qrta.edu.jo 

As Jordan is poor in natural resources, it’s people are its most 

valuable resource. The Governments of Jordan and of the United 

States have invested heavily in education throughout their sixty-

year partnership. The largest portion of USAID’s non-cash economic 

assistance goes to this sector. Jordan’s achievements include high 

literacy and school completion rates for females as well as males.

Among the remaining challenges addressed by USAID-supported 

programs today are strengthening the public education system; 

improving the quality and relevance of education, and  improving access 

to education; engaging parents in their children’s education, providing 

more kindergartens/early childhood learning programs; equipping 

students with career and life skills; and building/improving  schools in 

underserved communities. are areas of special focus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.jordan.usaid.gov

USAID

Queen Rania Teacher 
Academy

Queen Rania Centre for 
Educational Technology

Regional Centre for Educational Planning’s vision is to 

enhance the national capacity of the educational system 

in the region targeting a class world education.

 Its mission is to enhance and support the endeavours of 

educational systems in the region through training, consultancy, and 

dissemination of knowledge in the realm of educational planning, 

management and leadership. Building human resource capacities 

and prepare them to implement / execute the best international 

practices in the area of education, under the auspices of UNESCO.

 It’s goals include developing and maintaining the manpower 

capabilities; developing financial standards and stimulating revenues; 

developing administrative and technical operations in conformity 

with the best practices; supporting MOEs to develop their educational 

policies, educational planning and leadership; spreading knowledge 

with respect to educational planning and management and providing 

distance/remote training, consultancy advisory services in educational 

planning & management. 

 

 

 

 

www.rcepunesco.ae

Regional Centre for 
Educational Planning
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Al-Azhar University, Gaza

Al-Azhar University, Gaza was established in 1991 to create 

a Palestinian national university to help future generations 

pursue their higher studies under the supervision of 

highly qualified staff; having previously been given 

limited access to Arab and international universities.

Since its inception the university has established postgraduate 

study programs towards a Master Degree in Pharmacy, Arts, 

Mediterranean Studies, Law, Education, Agriculture, Water Sciences 

and Environment, Statistics, Accounting, Business Administration, 

Economic, Political Sciences, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics.

 Many students have joined Al-Azhar University-Gaza pursuing 

studies in different academic fields, and acquiring values to help them 

take part in the development of their community. 

 

 

 

 

www.alazhar.edu.ps

Al-Quds University

Al-Quds University is a Palestinian university with 

campuses in Jerusalem, Abu Dis, and al-Bireh. 

 It provides higher education and community services within 

the Jerusalem area and to the neighbouring towns, villages and 

refugee camps in the West Bank. It has ten academic faculties on 

four campuses: Arts, Science and Technology, Medicine, Dentistry, 

Public Health, Law, Qur’an and Islamic Studies, Health Professions, 

Engineering, and Jurisprudence. These faculties accommodate 

more than six thousand students from the Jerusalem area and 

from the districts of Bethlehem, Hebron, Jenin, Jericho, Nablus, 

Ramallah, Tulkarem, and Qalqilia. The University maintains two 

Jerusalem campuses and administrative offices in the American 

Colony and in Beit Hanina. Since the Second Intifada many classes 

have been moved to Abu Dis. Other campuses operate in al-Bireh 

next to Ramallah and Tubas. 

 

 

 

www.alquds.edu
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The Arts, Sciences and Technology 
University in Lebanon

The Arts, Sciences and Technology University in Lebanon 

(AUL), is a private not for- profit, Lebanese higher education 

institution adopting international education system that includes 

the American continuous assessment education system.

The University promotes universally accepted human, 

ethical and spiritual values next to the Lebanese culture. It 

values intellectual inquiry, critical thinking, human integration, 

cross-cultural dialogue, integrity and solidarity.

AUL is committed to promote excellence in education services 

by being responsive to community needs and providing affordable, 

accessible, and appropriate education services; being a customer 

oriented institution and meeting the expectations of students, 

professors, staff and other academic organizations; providing the 

highest academic/ professional standards of education services with the 

help of qualified staff using advanced technology; providing 

www.aul.edu.lb

An-Najah National University

An-Najah National University’s mission is to advance learning, share 

knowledge and foster the skills needed in young men and women 

to succeed as persons and professionals in all spheres of life.

The University strives to equip its students with the skills 

necessary to be productive and creative members of the Palestinian 

society and to compete in the domestic, Arab and international work 

markets. An-Najah National University is dedicated to promoting 

understanding, providing the highest quality undergraduate and 

graduate education, and serving as a leader in scientific research. 

An-Najah acts as a base for sustainable development by encouraging 

students and the University community to assume leadership roles 

and to participate in serving society.    

 

 

 

 

 

www.najah.edu
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Birzeit University

Birzeit University is a Palestinian Arab institution supervised 

and guided by an autonomous Board of Trustees.

 It is committed to excellence and encourages 

creativity, experimentation, innovation, accomplishment, 

team work and respect for others.

 The university endeavours to excel in higher education, 

scientific research, and service to the community. Since 

its establishment, the university has remained committed 

to providing equal learning opportunities to qualified 

individuals and to prepare students for the workplace.

 The university provides the appropriate environment for students 

to develop their personalities and realize their potentials in an open and 

liberal atmosphere that stresses Arab and Islamic heritage. 

 

 

 

 

www.birzeit.edu

British University in Dubai

The mission of the British University in Dubai (BUiD) is to establish 

itself as a provider of world class scholarship, education and research. 

In particular, BUiD aims to make a distinctive British contribution 

to the higher educational system in the United Arab Emirates 

through the creation of a high quality research-led university; offer 

the highest international competitive level of research-informed 

education in key modern disciplines; develop leading-edge research 

capabilities in key disciplines; interact with regional industry and 

play a role in stimulating a knowledge- based economy in Dubai and 

the Emirates; and support the aspiration of the Dubai Government 

to become a hub for education and research in the region.

The University’s vision is to be recognised and supported as Dubai’s 

premier resource and focus for the reflective pursuit, inclusive accessibility, 

effective transfer and liberal application of scientific, academic and 

professional knowledge. 

 

 

www.buid.ac.ae

Cairo University

Cairo University provides excellence in higher education services to 

meet the needs of the national, regional and international communities. 

It is effective in the continuous contribution to achieving Egypt’s social 

and economic development. Its mission is to be accomplished through 

a commitment to international standards of excellence in the fields of 

education, research and community service, as well as the integration of 

personnel, technology and business systems, and the development of 

the university’s human resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.cu.edu.eg

Gulf University of Science 
and Technology

Gulf University of Science and Technology’s vision is that it is both 

possible and desirable to establish an American-style, accredited, 

degree-granting university with campus locations in Kuwait.  it 

aims to accomplish these goals by developing and maintaining a 

“student first” attitude and by providing a positive, creative work 

environment that respects diversity, new ideas and hard work.  It 

is committed to providing a distinctive education that emphasizes 

academic excellence; academic programs designed to ensure 

student success and the use of continual advances in information.

Its mission is to enrich the cultural, intellectual, academic 

and technological movement in the Kuwaiti, Gulf and Arab 

society; to meet the needs of the labour market; to participate in 

the continuous development of the community by undertaking 

academic research and field studies, and providing advice and 

experience to private and government bodies through participation 

in setting up technology parks. 

www.gust.edu.kw 

Hashemite University

Hashemite University’s vision is oriented toward achieving 

an academic pioneering position and excellence in university 

teaching, scientific research, at   both the national and regional 

levels, to serve society through its educational functions, 

and to participate in the advancement of knowledge.

 The institution is committed to actively participate in achieving the 

goals of the comprehensive national development through preparing 

loyal men and women who are not only technically competent in their 

professional fields, but also life-long learners who have a breadth vision, 

loyalty to their nation, and a sense of civic and moral responsibility and a 

devotion to the fundamental values of human life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.hu.edu.jo
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Jordan University of 
Science & Technology

Jordan University of Science & Technology’s vision is to 

become a world-class university distinguished in high quality 

teaching and research which will secure a place among the 

top 500 international universities by the year 2012.

The university mission is to provide undergraduate and graduate 

students with broad, stimulating and rigorous education, professional 

skills, basic and applied research, and knowledge that meets the needs 

of the labour market and enable graduates to compete nationally, 

regionally and internationally. The university emphasizes the need to 

promote and foster a multicultural university community to attract more 

Arab and international students. It is committed to academic excellence 

and community partnerships through curriculum, teaching methods, 

scholarships and services designed to achieve sustained national 

comprehensive progress. 

 

www.just.edu.jo

Palestine Polytechnic University

Palestine Polytechnic University’s vision is towards becoming 

the leading Science, Technology, and Innovation Global 

University by the year 2016.  It aims to graduate a qualified labour 

force able to make a positive change and fulfil the needs and 

requirements of the community in scientific, technological, 

and research fields. Its mission is to provide innovative ideas 

and solutions; to strengthen the role of the scientific research 

and development in accomplishing sustainable and substantial 

national growth; to attract qualified and ranked human resources 

and to reform the university environment and atmosphere.

Its main objectives include assuring quality in academic 

programs and administrative issues; encouraging scientific research; 

communicating efficiently with the local community and enhancing the 

university atmosphere and the extracurricular activities. 

 

 

 

www.ppu.edu

Petra University

Petra University’s vision is to aspire to be the university of 

choice, in Jordan and the region, for learners and scholars.

 It aims to play a significant role in the progress 

of the nation through creating and disseminating 

knowledge & technology and preparing graduates 

who can positively towards their communities.

 Its mission is also to create an academic, cultural and social 

environment that develops research opportunities; builds-up the 

competence of members; provides an active community service, 

and prepares students to be capable of lifelong learning.

The university’s values include the pursuit of knowledge for 

the sake of knowledge, providing equal opportunities to learn and 

excel; ensuring respect for others’ opinions; motivating members for 

lifelong learning; encouraging teamwork  and collaboration; treasuring 

creativity and achievements; advocating intellectual freedom. It is 

committed to social justice and social responsibility and is dedicated to 

leadership and accountability. 

www.uop.edu.jo

Philadelphia University

Philadelphia University’s vision is to be one of the most highly 

recognised and well-known educational conglomerates in 

Jordan in the spheres of teaching and learning, research, and 

community services according to international standards.

 The university strives to prepare graduates who are well-

equipped with knowledge, skills and values and who are 

highly motivated to lifelong learning and capable of fulfilling 

contemporary requirements. It also aims to foster academic 

research and graduate studies and support innovation plans.

Its values include dealing fairly with all and respecting individual’s 

value, dignity and legitimate freedom; dealing clearly in all University 

procedures with students, academic and administrative staff; ensuring 

full compliance with professional morals and ethics; providing a sense 

of responsibility toward society. They also include accommodating 

innovative ideas and solutions in teaching and learning as well as 

academic research fields and ensuring the ability to demonstrate 

knowledge, skills and capability. 

www.philadelphia.edu.jo

Princess Sumaya University 
for Technology

Princess Sumaya University for Technology’s mission is to 

graduate high quality professionals in the leading technological 

fields related to ICT, electronics, business, and communications.

It aims to remain amongst the top tier of teaching institutions 

for information and communications technology and electrical 

engineering in Jordan and the region in general; to develop its 

range of academic activities to meet the changing industrial and 

technological needs of society at the national and international 

levels; to continue to attract and educate highly qualified students 

and recruit top faculty members; to maintain an entrepreneurial 

spirit amongst students, bridging academia with industry; to 

establish quality graduate programs in our fields of specialization 

and to establish a Centre of Research and Development in ICT. 

 

 

 

www.psut.edu.jo
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University of Jordan

The University of Jordan is both a modern as well as old institution of 

Higher Education in Jordan. Established in 1962, its vision is to manage 

society in order to make UJ one of globally ranked universities by 2018.

           Its goals include graduating outstanding students who can 

excel in public competitions, job markets and postgraduate programs; 

excelling in the academic and institutional aspects at all graduate 

levels.  It aims to promote the spirit of loyalty and pride amongst faculty 

members, staff and students. Ensure a readiness for accountability by 

higher education officials and a commitment to the laws and regulations.  

To provide a safe, healthy and stable learning environment that 

encourages all to excel; providing research production and postgraduate 

programs. To strengthen ties with the local community, Arab and 

regional educational institutions and bodies. 

 

 

 

 

www.ju.edu.jo 

The University of World 
Islamic Sciences

The University of World Islamic Sciences seeks to combine 

knowledge and virtue based on faith and wisdom.  It aims 

to be a leader in its methodology and plans being one of 

the most prestigious universities in the Arab and Islamic 

region.  Through Islamic Civilization Research and Islamic 

thought, it produces diligent scholars in various disciplines 

of forensic science and the human and natural resources, 

armed with science, faith and high professional ethics.

The university aims to provide Arab and Muslim graduates able to 

highlight Islam and Muslims in all matters relating to faith, law, science, 

thought and civilization and Islamic art and architecture, including 

contribution to the Islamic civilization project. 

 

 

 

www.wise.edu.jo 

Yarmouk University

Yarmouk University has carved a unique niche for itself in northern 

Jordan through the diversity of its programs which aim to strike a 

fair balance between the humanities on the one hand and science 

and engineering specializations on the other.  It aims not merely 

to produce degree-holders but rather productive citizens with 

integrity, vision, reasoning, tolerance, and a sense of purpose.

It offers courses and training programs for both students and staff 

through its centres, and by partnering with business, industry, NGO’s 

and other local or foreign institutions.  Research is also one of Yarmouk 

University’s top priorities, especially within the context of Jordan’s 

social, economic, environmental, and developmental needs. The recent 

establishment of technology transfer offices in public universities has 

served to encourage the commercialization of research findings and 

inventions – a development that many researchers find appealing and 

which the university provides. 

 

 

www.yu.edu.jo 

Zewail University, Cairo

Zewail University aims to serve Egyptians through creating, 

communicating, preserving and applying knowledge, science, 

and academic values, and in developing leaders and citizens 

who challenge the present and enrich the future.

Its programs are responsive to the changing 

needs of society; relevant to the goals of its students 

and community partners; rich in opportunities for 

independent and collaborative study and research; and 

reflective of the traditions of excellence, innovation 

and leadership that distinguish the university.

It provides a strong foundation in science and engineering; the 

knowledge and skills essential for career and personal success. It 

integrates teaching, research and service in ways that enhance the 

learning experience.  It provides a dynamic environment where 

innovation, openness, and creativity are fostered.  It uses advanced 

technologies to meet changing educational needs and establish links 

with the global community and establishes partnerships with business, 

industry, educational institutions, and government agencies. 

www.zewailcity.edu.eg/zewail-university

University College of 
Applied Sciences, Gaza

University College of Applied Sciences, Gaza is a Palestinian 

academic institution of higher-education. It was established 

in 1998 as a technical and vocational education College and is 

currently accredited by the Palestinian Ministry of Education 

and Higher Education as a University College offering Bachelor 

and diploma degrees. Its vision is to become the leading college 

in the region providing distinguished training in technical 

and vocational education focusing on applied sciences.

Its mission is to provide the various sectors in Palestine and the 

region with its needs for highly-qualified and skilful professionals; thus 

participating in building a modernized state. Its aims include opening 

new majors based on local and regional job markets; developing the 

performance of our academic and administrative staff; providing state-

of-the-art learning facilities and establishing and maintaining strong 

relations with local and international partners. 

 

http://en.ucas.edu.ps

Qatar University

Qatar University is an intellectual and scholarly community 

characterized by open discussion, the free exchange of ideas, 

respectful debate, and a commitment to rigorous inquiry.

All members of the University - faculty, staff, 

and students - are expected to advance the scholarly 

and social values embodied by the university.

Its vision is to be a model national university in the region, 

recognized for high-quality education and research and for 

being a leader of economic and social development.

Its mission is to provide high quality undergraduate and 

graduate programs that prepare competent graduates, destined 

to shape the future of Qatar. The university community has 

diverse and committed faculty who teach and conduct research, 

which addresses relevant local and regional challenges, advances 

knowledge, and contributes actively to the needs and aspirations 

of society. 

 

www.qu.edu.qa
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AMEinfo.com is a leading provider of news and business 

information in and about the Middle East region featuring a 

wide range of news and services covering fourteen countries. 

Our readership includes ABC Electronic audit:  2,475,165 Unique 

Browsers (March 2012) from more than 150 countries worldwide.

 

 

 

 

www.AMEinfo.com

CHECK.point eLearning – The Portal and Newsletters geared 

to target groups in the eLearning market: – Supplies essential 

knowhow for decision makers working in human resources; for 

professional providers of eLearning technology, contents and 

consultancy; for universities und representatives of research 

institutes; for trainers and tutors; for schools. CHECK.point 

eLearning provides you with continually updated information on 

trends and developments in the field in the international markets.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.checkpoint-elearning.com

DevelopingTelecoms.com focuses on communications developments 

and solutions in emerging markets in Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern 

Europe, Latin America and the Middle East. With over 10,500 website 

visitors per month and 15,000 e-newsletter subscribers, we keep 

senior executives in the communications ecosystem informed 

about their business. In addition to daily news updates and features 

DevelopingTelecoms.com carries case studies, white papers, 

interviews, video and banner advertising for leading companies. 

Follow us on twitter, RSS and sign up to our e-newsletter at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.developingtelecoms.com.

MEED has been providing business intelligence to 

companies operating across the Middle East, since 

1957, through MEED magazine and MEED.com.

By providing in-depth analysis and news, explaining data 

trends and through our tenders service, MEED’s sector and 

country experts ensure that subscribers are in the best position 

to act ahead of their competition to win new business.

Education and technology are becoming more important 

to this fast-developing region. Governments across the Middle 

East want to ensure that the next-generation has the skills and 

knowledge to meet future business and economic growth.  With 

increasing reliance on technology across all sectors, including 

education, and a youth population growing at 3% a year, MEED’s 

market insight allows educators, investors and employers to gain 

a competitive advantage in the evolving Middle East market.

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.meed.com

Developing Telecoms

Meed

Checkpoint eLearning

AME Info
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The PIE News is a business news forum containing daily 

news, features, interviews with key industry figures, a 

comprehensive events calendar and a photo gallery.

The PIE Jobs is a jobs forum where professionals 

working in the sector can discover new employment 

opportunities and employers can find the talent they need 

by using a cost-effective, pay-and-post jobs board. 

The PIE Talent is our recruitment consultancy service if 

you would like to outsource your talent requirements to us, 

and let us deliver a number of targeted, relevant candidates. 

Run by people who understand the industry from the inside.

The PIE Review is a fresh, stylish, printed magazine 

distributed at key industry events in the spring and autumn, 

available to download online and to subscribe to for mail order.  

 

 

 

 

www.thepienews.com 

www.thepiejobs.com 

www.thepietalent.com 

www.thepiereview.com

Roya TV is a Jordanian television channel which 

communicates through software addresses to the 

young and the whole family.  It aims to be the first choice 

for information and entertainment programs.

They offer a range of diverse programs, which meet many 

of the concerns of the public including technology, comedy, 

music, drama, also working to provide news 24 hours a day 

for viewers to inform them about any local events and new 

sports.  In addition to that vision Roya TV has taken upon itself 

since its inception to address the most pressing issues such as 

the environment and money and local affairs through many 

programs that ensure permanent viewers see the latest news 

stories, recreational, cultural, sporting and other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.roya.tv

SciDev.Net – the Science and Development Network – is a not-for-

profit organisation dedicated to providing reliable and authoritative 

information about science and technology for the developing 

world. Through our website we give policymakers, researchers, the 

media and civil society information and a platform to explore how 

science and technology can reduce poverty, improve health and 

raise standards of living around the world. We also build developing 

countries’ capacity for communicating science and technology 

through our regional networks of committed individuals and 

organisations, practical guidance and specialist workshops. SciDev.

Net’s vision is to achieve better-informed decisions by individuals and 

organisations in the developing world on science and technology 

related issues, and thus the better integration of scientific knowledge 

and technological innovation into policies, programmes and projects 

intended to achieve sustainable development at all levels of society.

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.scidev.net

The News Agency, a member of TAG-Org, is a specialized 

media outlet that sheds light on all-education related 

issues; latest developments, technologies introduced 

and academic institutions and their activities.

The News Agency establishes links between scholars, 

education specialists and students in both government 

and private sectors all around the world.

It is exclusive to education news, articles, analysis and 

reviews to meet the latest updates in the field and help the 

world acknowledge the achievements in this field. The News 

Agency also acts as a link between students and educational 

institutions around the globe with several partnerships 

planned with universities, colleges and schools.

A new breed of news agencies has finally seen the light.

 

 

 

 

 

www.tageducanews.com

With international competition and collaboration between 

universities growing apace, it has never been more important for 

higher education managers, researchers, academics and public 

officials to keep abreast of developments in the sector and in rival 

and partner institutions worldwide. University World News is the 

first high quality, truly international e-newspaper and website 

dedicated to providing such coverage. Supported by some of the 

world’s most experienced education journalists, and aimed at 

higher education readers worldwide, it publishes a weekly emailed 

newspaper plus a dedicated news website – free of charge.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.universityworldnews.com

The mg Times is a quarterly magazine published both in 

English and Spanish, with a circulation of 20,000 copies and 

more than 120 thousand page views online. The mg Times 

is a free publication, distributed worldwide to educational 

and governmental leaders, BDMs, LOEMs, Telcos and 

all those interested in Education and Technology.

By exploring the pages of The mg Times, you will find all kind 

of articles and stories about Education all around the world and how 

it is increasingly linked to Technology. Proudly, we have already 

had contributions from several leading authorities on technology, 

innovation, social media, education, sociology and politics:

Ahlin Byll-Cataria, Andreas Schleicher, Anthony Salcito, Bob 

Geldof, Bruce Dixon, Conrad Wolfram, David Coltart, David Truss, Don 

Tapscott, Gavin Dykes, Geoff Mulgan, Greg Butler, Kapil Wadhera, Kirsti 

Lonka, Leonardo Garnier, Lucy Molinar, Maria Teresa Lugo, Michell 

Zappa, Miguel Brechner, Rui Lima, Russell Quaglia & Steven Paine.

Issue 4 available here – 

 

  

 

 

www.issuu.com/jpsc/docs/themgtimes4

SciDev.Net

TAG

the global window on higher education

the global window on higher eduation

The MG Times

The PIE

Roya TV

University World News
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Acer

Al-Tofola International Company

Atlas Educational Software Industries

Autodesk

Bi-Bright

Cambridge International Examinations

Cambridge University Press

Cengage Learning

Corel

Crick Software

Datability

Eclipse Publishing Co.

Edmodo

EduMonde

Elsevier

EMC

Emerald Group Publishing

Epson

ETS Global

Flamefast 

Fortuna

GOPAS

Hodder Education

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

HP

HumanWare

IBM

Integrated Technology Group

Intel

International Language Book Shop 

International Turnkey Systems

JP-Inspiring Knowledge

K12NET Student Information System

Kalboard

Lenovo

Lucas-Nuelle

Macmillan Education

Mathletics

McGraw-Hill

Microsoft

Mimio - a Newell Rubbermaid Company

MOZAIK Education

Nature Publishing Group

Obeikan Education

Oracle

The Parthenon Group

PHYWE Systeme GmbH 

Samsung

Springer

Stephen Austin & Sons

Texas Instruments

Thomson Reuters

Toshiba

TouchNet Information Systems

Tribal

Triumph Board

Vestel

Wiley

ZTE

Zuhair Issa Murad & Sons

Thank you to all 
delegates from  
the following  
participating 
companies
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Pedagogy is key in this 10th edition of Elementary Linear Algebra with Supplemental Applications.  
Suitable for a first course for undergraduate students, this text presents the fundamentals of linear 
algebra with a precise and comprehensible approach. 

New elements presented in this edition:
 • More applications are included throughout the text.
 •  A Concept Review is included at the end of each section for exam preparation. 
 •  Skills and True/False Exercises are listed in each chapter so students can assess their 

progress.
 • There is now more compact coverage of Euclidean vector spaces. 
 •  To highlight digital computing, Chapter 9 now focuses on numerical approaches.

Exercise Features:
 •  Calculus exercises are included throughout the text for students who have studied Calculus 

prior to taking this course. 
 •  Exercises that allow for use of MATLAB, Maple, or Mathematica are included for students 

who prefer to use these programs.
 • All problems in Chapter 10 include relevant applications of linear algebra.

WileyPLUS is also available!
This online teaching and learning environment integrates the entire digital textbook with the most 
effective instructor and student resources to fit every learning style.  With WileyPLUS, students 
achieve concept mastery in a rich, structured environment while instructors are able to personalize 
and manage their course more effectively with assessment, assignments, and grade tracking. 
WileyPLUS can be used either on its own or as a supplement to the textbook. 
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ISBN 978-0-470-64617-5

Authorized for sale in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East Only 

This book is authorized for sale in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East only and may not be 
exported. Exportation from or importation of this book to another region without the Publisher’s 
authorization is illegal and is a violation of the Publisher’s rights. The Publisher may take legal 
action to enforce its rights. The Publisher may recover damages and costs, including but not 
limited to lost profits and attorney’s fees, in the event legal action is required.

Chemistry, Sixth Edition by Brady, Jespersen, and Hyslop provides the necessary 
practice, support, and individualized instruction that ensures success in the General 
Chemistry course. This edition continues in the “molecular basis of chemistry” tradition, 
but in a manner that overtly and repeatedly reinforces the relations between 
properties at the molecular and macroscopic level. The unique “chemical tools” 
approach employed in this book helps readers analyze and solve both mathematical 
and conceptual problems. 

New to this edition:

•  A new first chapter lays the groundwork for the atomic and molecular view of 
matter. 

•  Analyzing and Solving Multi-Concept Problems sections demonstrate to students 
how difficult problems can often be decomposed into sets of similar problems 
they’ve already learned to solve.  

• New figures are added throughout the text to accompany discussions.

•  Reworked end-of-chapter problems provide a wide range of difficulty, from drill-
type problems to more difficult ones; a significant number of “visual” problems 
include graphics or molecular structures. 

•  The three-step problem solving process is expanded to include a fourth step, 
Assembling The Tools, which describes the specific tools that will be used in the 
Solution step that comes next.

 
WileyPLUS combines relevant resources with the entire digital 
textbook to excite students about the course and build their 
confidence levels. Tools for promoting individual initiative 
and increasing effectiveness are all linked to measurable 
outcomes, ensuring that students always know how much 
they’ve learned and what they still need to cover. 
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This book is authorized for sale in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East only and may not be 
exported. Exportation from or importation of this book to another region without the Publisher’s 
authorization is illegal and is a violation of the Publisher’s rights. The Publisher may take legal 
action to enforce its rights. The Publisher may recover damages and costs, including but not 
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Accounting Principles—by the respected author team Jerry J. Weygandt, Paul D. 
Kimmel, and Donald E. Kieso—teaches students the relevance of accounting in their 
everyday lives. By introducing challenging accounting concepts with examples that 
are familiar, it connects to students and increases motivation, a key driver of time 
spent on assignments and mastery of the concept. The expanded coverage of IFRS 
in this Tenth Edition keeps students at the forefront of global issues that impact their 
future careers in business and accounting.

A Look at IFRS: A new section at the end of each chapter includes the following: 

• IFRS overview and differences between GAAP and IFRS (Key Points),

• IFRS/GAAP convergence efforts (Looking to the Future), and 

• IFRS Self-Test Questions (plus answers). 

An IFRS Application section is also included with IFRS review exercises (including an 
International Comparative Analysis Problem: Tootsie Roll vs Zetar (Zetar is U.K. candy 
company).

APPLIED SOLID 
STATE PHYSICS

£ Large number of self-explanatory 
figures and line diagrams.

£ A detailed account of 
experimental X-ray diffraction 
techniques.

£ Well-defined classification and 
comparison of various kinds of 
bonding in solids.

£ A unique attempt to relate atomic 
structure and bonding in solids.

£ Important aspects of condensed 
physics – quantum mechanics, 
Fermi surfaces, dielectric and 
magnetic phenomena well-
explained.

£ Concepts of crystal imperfections 
and lattice dynamics discussed at 
elementary level.

£ Physics of semiconductors and 
superconductivity also discussed.

£ Solved problems, review 
questions and unsolved problems 
for each chapter.

£ Extensive list of further reading 
resources provided relevant to 
each chapter.

Applied Solid State Physics covers all major 
aspects of solid state physics or crystal 
physics. The approach of the book is 
unique because it offers thought-
provoking ideas about the physics of 
solids, rather than being merely a compi-
lation of research data and statistical 
figures. The learning design is such that 
the subject of crystal physics is explored in 
terms of its applicability and not as an 
abstract collection of concepts. This 
understanding of the basics is supple-
mented and supported by a strong 
mathematical basis and reasoning.

This book is an ideal choice for undergrad-
uate and postgraduate students of 
Engineering and Physics. Spread over 17 
chapters, all important topics have been 
introduced at an elementary level, which 
will enable even new students of the 
subject to gain an insight into the fascinat-
ing world of crystals and crystallography. 
Professionals working in this field or 
related fields will also find this book a 
useful reference.
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9 781118 546772

ISBN  11-185-4677-6

ISBN 978-1-118-54677-2

Authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only. 
This book is authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only and may not be exported.

9 781118 546772

RAJNIKANT

BASIC ELECTRICAL and 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

V JEGATHESAN
K VINOTH KUMAR

R SARAVANAKUMAR

BASIC ELECTRICAL and 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

£ Clear, logical and concise presen-
tation of each chapter.

£ Simple language with step-wise 
description of processes.

£ Large number of illustrations to 
enhance conceptual clarity.

£ Step-by-step procedure adopted 
in solved problems can be applied 
by the readers to solve any 
complicated network theory 
problem.

£ Comprehensive question bank 
containing a wide variety of:
ü solved and unsolved problems
ü review questions with answers
ü multiple-choice questions with 

answers 
to thoroughly test students’ 
learning.

£ Covers the entire range of topics 
from electrical quantities to 
concepts of communication.

Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
is a book meant for a wide range of 
readers who wish to learn the basic 
concepts of electrical and electronics 
engineering. These fundamental concepts 
are presented in a clear and lucid manner. 
The entire book is written in a style to 
enable the students to understand the 
subject matter without much difficulty. 

This book begins with the basics of 
electrical quantities, and covers various 
types of DC and magnetic circuits, 
principles of electrical machines, and AC 
circuits. This is followed by an exhaustive 
coverage of polyphase systems and the 
various types of electrical machines and 
their operation. Measuring instruments, 
domestic wiring, power systems, 
transducers, electronic components, 
semiconductor devices, and integrated 
circuits are also introduced to the reader. 
The final chapters of the book touch upon 
the fundamental concepts of computers 
and communication.
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Authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only. 
This book is authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only and may not be exported.

9 781118 546758

ISBN  11-185-4675-X

ISBN 978-1-118-54675-8

9 781118 546758

JEGATHESAN
VINOTH KUMAR

SARAVANAKUMAR

BASICS OF 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING

C M AGRAWAL

Basics of Mechanical Engineering has been 
designed to serve as an introductory text 
on basic mechanical engineering for the 
students of all relevant disciplines. It is 
mainly intended to be a classroom 
textbook, and hence contains a large 
number of solved examples covering every 
phase of the subject in a simple and 
understandable form. The presentation of 
the subject matter and illustrations is 
simple and will help the reader understand 
the basic concepts of the subject easily.

The present work is an extract of the 
knowledge gained from long experience of 
successful classroom teaching of this 
subject. The readers will find it highly 
useful as a comprehensive text covering 
the basic principles. 

Simple language, systematic introduction 
of concepts, and variety of solved and 
exercise problems are some of the major 
features of the text.

About the Book Key Features

BASANT AGRAWAL
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BASICS OF 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

£ Clear, logical and concise 
presentation of each chapter.

£ Simple language with step-
wise description of processes.

£ Annexures containing steam 
tables, description of boiler 
mountings, and boiler 
accessories.

£ Large number of illustrations to 
enhance conceptual clarity.

£ Comprehensive question bank 
containing a wide variety of:
ü solved and unsolved 

problems
ü review questions with 

answers
ü multiple-choice questions 

with answers 
to thoroughly test students' 
learning.

Authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only. 
This book is authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only and may not be exported.

9 781118 545256

ISBN  11-185-4525-7

ISBN 978-1-118-54525-6
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The Engineering Chemistry course for 
undergraduate engineering students is 
designed to strengthen the fundamentals 
of chemistry and then build an interface of 
theoretical concepts with their 
industrial/engineering applications.  This 
book is structured keeping in view the 
objective of the course. The goal of the 
textbook is to address the needs of range 
of students for a general chemistry course 
across  all engineering disciplines.

The book aims to impart students an in-
depth knowledge of various aspects of 
chemistry as applied to engineering.  It 
deals with basic principles of various 
branches of chemistry, that is physical, 
inorganic, organic and analytical and 
extends the application of concepts to 
polymer, fuel and material chemistry, 
alternate energy sources, water and its 
treatment, corrosion and its control and 
environment aspects.

ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY

About the Book Key Features

£

based on logical progression of 
concepts:

ü Fundamentals of the subject in 
the initial chapters.

ü Applied topics in the field of 
engineering in the later chapters.

£ Coherent chapter layout with

üClearly defined learning 
objectives.

ü Introduction of topics, their 
precise and adequate 
explanation.

üAmple illustrations and diagrams.

üSolved examples at the end of 
relevant topics to strengthen the 
concepts.

£ Comprehensive question bank at 
the end of each chapter containing

üObjective type questions.

üReview questions.

üNumerical problems.

Systematic chapter organization 

Authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only. 
This book is authorized for sale in Middle East and Africa only and may not be exported.
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DR. SUBA RAMESH 

9 781118 546727

ISBN  11-185-4672-5

ISBN 978-1-118-54672-7

9 781118 546727

VAIRAM 
RAMESH 

About the Book Key Features

£ Comprehensive coverage from 
basic to advanced topics.

£ Key concepts are driven home with 
apt examples and solved 
problems.

£ Visual recall is enhanced by 
artwork accompanying all the 
concepts.

£ Solved and unsolved problems are 
included to inculcate problem-
solving abilities in the reader.

£ This book has been pedagogically 
enriched with a large number of: 
ü Diagrams of all types of fiber-

cables, optical components 
and phenomena occurring in 
fiber-optic communication.

ü Solved and unsolved problems 
and examples.

ü Objective-type questions.
ü Review questions.

VIVEKANAND MISHRA
SUNITA P UGALE

This book introduces the reader to the 
essentials of fiber-optic systems and 
their uses in both communication and 
non-communication areas, embracing 
various components. 

This book is ideal for entry-level 
engineers, post-graduate students, and 
non-specialists as well. The introduction 
to fiber optics offered in this book is 
thorough and accessible.  Using a 
mathematical approach with well-
illustrated explanations, this book 
covers the fundamentals, applications 
and types of fiber optics, cabling, light 
sources, transmitters, receivers, 
repeaters, regenerators and optical 
amplifiers, connectors, splicing, 
couplers and switches, other 
components, tools and accessories, 
measurements, system concepts, 
system design, and fiber-optic sensors. 

FIBER-OPTIC 
COMMUNICATION
systems and components
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Wiley is committed to provide the information you need in the format 
that you want. We tailor our offerings according to your requirements.

Wiley is proud to announce the launch of our new online 
WileyPLUS Middle East Editions and Wiley Precise!

Discover WileyPLUS Middle East Editions
key content in English and Arabic

A full e-book, with a wealth of integrated resources for lecturers and 
students, such as videos, testbanks, additional case studies, quizzes are 
all available with WileyPLUS. 
Our new online Middle East Edition titles offer Arabic translations of 
critical content alongside the English version to help bridge student 
comprehension of key concepts.

Discover Wiley Precise
a low cost solution for students studying engineering and computer science

Wiley is pleased to present a new range of high quality engineering and computer 
science authored titles for the Middle East and African markets.

Iain Gibson
Education Solutions 

Group Manager
igibson@wiley.com

Geoff Naylor
General Sales Manager 
(Middle East and Africa)

gnaylor@wiley.com 

Matthew Santaspirt
Sales & Market Development 

Manager, GCC
msantaspir@wiley.com

Visit www.wiley-middle-east.com or talk to 
Matthew Santaspirt at the Arab Education Summit to fi nd out 
more about our WileyPLUS Middle East as well as Precise Editions.
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